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Abstract: We show that a space-time rescaling of the spatial Lamba-Fleming-Viot process of Barton
and Etheridge converges to super-Brownian motion. This can be viewed as an extension of a result
of Chetwynd-Diggle and Etheridge [5]. In that work the scaled impact factors (which govern the
event based dynamics) vanish in the limit, here we drop that requirement. The analysis is particularly
interesting in the biologically relevant two-dimensional case.
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1. Introduction
Our purpose in this paper is to extend a result in [5] which shows that certain suitably rescaled spatial
Lambda-Fleming-Viot (SLFV) processes converge weakly to super-Brownian motion (SBM). Our extension
is analogous to that of allowing nearest neighbour interactions in interacting particle models, as opposed
to taking long range limits, and is particularly delicate in the critical two-dimensional case. SBM is a
well known measure-valued diffusion, introduced in [26] and [9], for which there is an extensive research
literature (e.g., for reviews see [10], [13] and [22]). SLFV processes were introduced more recently, in [12], to
serve as models for the evolution of allele frequencies in populations distributed across spatial continua. An
analytic construction was given in [2], along with a discussion of the biological significance of the model. A
more probabilistic construction was given in [25], one which gives a very useful connection between SLFV
processes and their duals. Following [5], we consider here a neutral two-type version of the general SLFV
model, taking “space” to be Rd. Informally, our process (constructed below) is a Markov process (µt)t≥0
where for each x ∈ Rd, µt(x) is a probability distribution on the type space {0, 1}, with the interpretation
that
∫
B
µt(x)({i})dx represents the proportion of the population of type i in a region B ⊂ Rd at time t.
We will consider an extension of the fixed radius case from [5] (Theorem 2.6 of that reference) and not the
interesting variable radius case, also discussed there in Theorem 2.7, in which stable branching arises in the
limit.
SBM arises as the limit under Brownian space-time rescaling of a range of critical spatially interacting
models in mathematical physics and biology above the critical dimension including critical oriented percola-
tion [17], critical lattice trees [18], the critical contact process [16], and the voter model [6]; it is believed to
be the scaling of critical ordinary percolation in the same regime. The only scaling limit of the above which
has been verified at the critical dimension is the voter model [6] where the critical dimension is two. In this
case the simple nature of the dual process, a coalescing random walk, allows one to carry out the required
explicit calculations. Now our challenge is to use the related but more complex dual of the Barton-Etheridge
model to carry through the analysis. It is understood here that we are not taking “long-range” limits (e.g.
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as was done for the contact process in [11]) which will weaken the interaction and make the analysis consid-
erably easier. In our setting this means not letting the impact factor (described below) approach zero in the
rescaling.
We start by recalling the definition of the fixed radius SLFV process given in [5]. Let r > 0 be the
“interaction radius”, let ρ ∈ [0, 1] be the “impact factor,” and let Π be a Poisson point process on Rd⊗(0,∞)
with intensity dx⊗dt. We suppose the distribution of types in the population changes over time according to
“reproduction events” determined by Π. Given µt−, if (x, t) ∈ Π, choose an independent point z uniformly
at random from the Euclidean ball
Br(x) = {y : |y − x| ≤ r},
and (independently) a type α according to the distribution µt−(z), and then set
µt(y) = (1 − ρ)µt−(y) + ρδα ∀y ∈ Br(x).
We keep µt(y) = µt−(y) for y /∈ Br(x). Writing µt(x) in the form wt(x)δ1+(1−wt(x))δ0, we can reformulate
the above dynamics more conveniently in terms of wt as follows. Starting from a Borel w0 : R
d → [0, 1] with
compact support, for (x, t) ∈ Π, choose an independent parental location z uniformly at random from Br(x),
independent of everything, and then:
(1.1)
(i) with probability wt−(z) put wt(y) = (1− ρ)wt−(y) + ρ for all y ∈ Br(x),
(ii) with probability 1− wt−(z) put wt(y) = (1− ρ)wt−(y) for all y ∈ Br(x),
(iii) for all y /∈ Br(x) keep wt(y) = wt−(y).
As noted in Section 3 of [5], this description gives a well-defined wt : R
d → [0, 1] which has compact support
at all times. (See [25] for more details on the construction.) It will be useful to regard wt as the measure
wt(x)dx, and for bounded Borel φ : R
d → [0,∞), write
(1.2) wt(φ) =
∫
Rd
φ(x)wt(x)dx.
Closely associated with the process wt is a dual process of coalescing “lineages”. If we sample a finite
number of spatial locations {xi} at time T , it is easy to see that the values wT (xi) can be determined from
w0 by using Π to trace the lineages backward in time. Since Π run backwards is still a Poisson process, we
may define a version of the lineages process starting at backwards time 0 from a finite number of locations
{xi} as follows. If (x, t) ∈ Π, mark each lineage in Br(x) independently with probability ρ, and choose a point
z uniformly at random from Br(x). If at least one of the lineages in Br(x) is marked, all marked lineages in
Br(x) coalesce and the resulting lineage is moved to z. If no lineage is marked, no lineage moves. Lineages
outside of Br(x) are not affected. In this paper it will suffice to consider only the one and two-lineage systems,
so we will ignore the higher lineage systems which are more complex to analyze. We now give a more precise
description of these Markov jump processes, using the language of “particles” instead of lineages.
Let |Γ| be the Lebesgue measure of Γ ⊂ Rd. Let U,U1, U1 be independent random variables uniformly
distributed on Br = Br(0), and let U¯ have the law of U
1 + U2, i.e., U¯ has density
(1.3) P (U¯ ∈ dz) = |Br(0) ∩Br(z)||Br(0)|2 dz := hU¯ (z)dz.
We let σ¯21d×d denote the covariance matrix of U¯ , so that if x = (x1, . . . , xd), then
(1.4) σ¯2 =
2
|Br|
∫
Br
(x1)
2 dx.
We will use this notation throughout, along with ηt for the single particle dual and ξt = (ξ
1
t , ξ
2
t ) for the two
particle dual.
(a) The single-particle dual ηt. If we start with a single particle at x, it is easy to see that ηt is the random
walk on Rd starting at x which makes jumps at rate ρ|Br| with jump distribution given in (1.3). We write
P{x} for the underlying law of η.
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(b) The two-particle dual (ξ1t , ξ
2
t ). If we start with two particles, one at x1 and the other at x2 6= x1,
(ξ1t , ξ
2
t ) is the Markov jump process starting at (x1, x2), and with law P{x1,x2}, which makes transitions
(1.5) (y1, y2)→


(y + U¯ , y + U¯) at rate ρ|Br| if y1 = y2 = y
(y1 + U¯ , y2) at rate ρ(|Br| − ρ|Br(y1) ∩Br(y2)|) if y1 6= y2
(y1, y2 + U¯) at rate ρ(|Br| − ρ|Br(y1) ∩Br(y2)|) if y1 6= y2
(U + Uy1,y2 , U + Uy1,y2) at rate ρ
2|Br(y1) ∩Br(y2)| if y1 6= y2,
where Uy1,y2 is an independent random variable, uniformly distributed over Br(y1) ∩ Br(y2). For y1 6= y2,
the total jump rate at (y1, y2), y1 6= y2, is 2ρ|Br| − ρ2|Br(y1) ∩ Br(y2)|. To see the above rates consider,
for example, the second transition from (y1, y2) to (y1 + U¯ , y2) for y1 6= y2 where (y1, y2) is the current site
of our two-particle dual. The next jump in the first coordinate can only occur at a point (x, t) ∈ Π with
x ∈ Br(y1) so let (x, t) be the next such point. At (x, t) such a jump (affecting the first coordinate but not
the second) can occur in one of two ways: if x lands in Br(y1) \ (Br(y1)∩Br(y2)) and the particle ξ1 at y1 is
marked, or if x lands in Br(y1) ∩ Br(y2) and the particle at y1 is marked and the particle at y2 is not. The
total rate in t is obtained by integrating out x and so is
ρ(|Br(y1)| − |Br(y1) ∩Br(y2)|) + ρ(1− ρ)|Br(y1) ∩Br(y2)| = ρ|Br| − ρ2|Br(y1) ∩Br(y2)|.
In either of the above scenarios the particle at y1 will jump to z, a uniformly selected site in Br(x). Given
y1, x will be uniformly distributed on Br(y1) and so x−y1 will be uniform on Br. Clearly given (y1, x), z−x
is uniformly distributed over Br and so (x − y1, z − x) is a pair of independent uniforms on Br. Therefore
the jump in ξ1 at time t is z − y1 = (z − x) + (x − y1) and so has law U¯ as claimed. The other transitions
are similar to analyze.
The coalescence time for the two-particle dual starting at (x1, x2) is
(1.6) τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : ξ1t = ξ2t }.
Although (ξ1t , ξ
2
t ) is Markov, the individual coordinates ξ
1
t , ξ
2
t are not. However, when Br(ξ
1
t ) ∩ Br(ξ2t ) = ∅,
both coordinates move independently according to the single particle dynamics, while for t > τ , the coalesced
coordinates move together according to the single particle dynamics. It is also clear from (1.5) that the two-
particle dual is translation invariant, that is,
(1.7) P{x1+x,x2+x}((ξ
1, ξ2) ∈ ·) = P{x1,x2}((x+ ξ1, x+ ξ2) ∈ ·) ∀x, x1, x2 ∈ Rd.
The two special cases of the general duality equation in Proposition 2.5 of [5] that we need are the
following. For all t ≥ 0, ψ1 ∈ C(Rd) ∩ L1(Rd) and ψ2 ∈ C(Rd × Rd) ∩ L1(Rd × Rd),
Ew0 [wt(ψ1)] =
∫
Rd
ψ1(x)E{x}[w0(ηt)]dx, and(1.8)
Ew0
[ ∫
Rd×Rd
ψ2(x1, x2)wt(x1)wt(x2) dx1dx2
]
=
∫
Rd×Rd
ψ2(x1, x2)E{x1,x2}
[
w0(ξ
1
t )1{τ≤t} + w0(ξ
1
t )w0(ξ
2
t )1{τ>t}
]
dx1dx2.(1.9)
By standard approximation arguments, these equations then hold for all Borel ψ1, ψ2 which are either
nonnegative or integrable (on one side or the other). In particular, letting 1 denote the constant function 1
on Rd, we have
(1.10) Ew0 [wt(1)] =
∫
Rd
E{x}[w0(ηt)]dx = w0(1).
Before stating Theorem 2.6 in [5] we introduce super-Brownian motion using the martingale problem
formulation. If (Xt)t≥0 is a stochastic process, (FXt )t≥0 will denote the right-continuous filtration generated
by X . Let MF (Rd) denote the space of finite Borel measures on Rd endowed with the topology of weak
convergence, and for µ ∈ MF (Rd) let µ(φ) =
∫
Rd
φdµ. The space of bounded continuous functions on Rd
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is denoted by Cb(R
d), and C30 (R
d) is the space of continuous functions on Rd which vanish at infinity and
have bounded continuous partials of order 3 and less. Then (see, e.g., Theorem A.1 of [6] for uniqueness, and
Theorem II.5.1 and Remark II.5.5 of [22] for existence) Super-Brownian motion with diffusion coefficient σ2
and branching rate b, denoted SBM(X0, σ
2, b), is the unique MF (Rd)-valued Markov process (Xt)t≥0 with
continuous paths and initial state X0, such that such that for every φ ∈ C30 (Rd),
(1.11) Mt(φ) = Xt(φ)−X0(φ) −
∫ t
0
Xs
(σ2
2
∆φ
)
ds
is a local (FXt )-martingale with predictable quadratic variation process
(1.12) 〈M(φ)〉t = b
∫ t
0
Xs(φ
2)ds.
Theorem 2.6 in [5] considers a sequence XNt = Kw
N
t of scaled versions of wt, defined with sequences
K = KN , M = MN , and J = JN . Namely, given w
N
0 , w
N
t is constructed in the same way as wt, but with
the following modifications. If (x, t) ∈ Π then there is a reproduction event at ( xM , tN ), with impact factor
ρ
J and reproduction region B rM (
x
M ). Thus, for w
N
t , time is sped up by N , space is shrunk by MN , and the
impact factor is reduced by JN ≥ 1. Denote the rescaled Poisson point process with intensity MdN dx ⊗ dt
by
ΠN =
{( x
M
,
t
N
)
: (x, t) ∈ Π
}
.
If nNt (A) = #{(s, x) ∈ ΠN ∩ ([0, t]×A)}, let (FNt ) be the right-continuous filtration generated by {nNs (A) :
s ≤ t, A a Borel set in Rd}.
Let D([0,∞),MF (Rd)) denote the space of cadlag MF (Rd)-valued paths equipped with the Skorokhod
(J1) topology.
Theorem 1.0 (Theorem 2.6 in [5]). Suppose that for a compact set D0 ⊂ Rd, supp(wN0 ) ⊂ D0 for all N ,
and as elements of MF (Rd), XN0 → X0 ∈ MF (Rd) as N → ∞. In addition, suppose there are constants
C1, C2 ∈ (0,∞) such that, as N →∞,
(1) M →∞,
(2) NJM2 → C1,
(3) KN
J2Md
→ C2,
(4)


M
J → 0 if d = 1,
logM
J → 0 if d = 2,
1
J → 0 if d ≥ 3.
Then the sequence (XN)N≥1 converges weakly in D([0,∞),MF (Rd)) to SBM(X0, σ2, b) with
σ2 = 2C1ρ
∫
Br
(x1)
2dx and b = C2ρ
2|Br|2.
(The constant C(d) in Definition 4.1 in [5] should be C(d) =
∫
B1
(x1)
2dx.) As noted in [5], this result is
similar in spirit to Theorem 1.1 in [6], which proves convergence to SBM for certain sparse “long range”
kernel voter models. Due to conditions (1) and (4) above, JN →∞ and hence the impact factors ρ/JN → 0.
It is this fact which makes these SLFV processes analogous to the “long range” voter models in [6]. Keeping
JN bounded, so that the impact factors ρ = ρ/JN do not vanish in the limit, would correspond to the “fixed”
kernel voter models in Theorem 1.2 in [6]. In biological terms this corresponds to keeping the “neighbourhood
size” finite in the scaling limit, while letting JN → ∞ effectively allows this parameter to become infinite;
see the discussion in Section 2 of [14] and especially Definition 2.2 there. In that work they showed in this
fixed neighbourhood size setting (Theorem 2.7 of [14]) that, with an appropriate selection term, the dual
particle process converges to a branching Brownian motion in the scaling limit. The purpose of this paper is
to prove that in this setting, with no selection, there is also a forwards limit theorem giving convergence to
SBM.
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For d = 1, in [15] the Wright-Fisher SPDE was obtained as an appropriate scaling limit of SLFV but with
the impact factors scaled to approach zero like N−1/3 (see [21] for the corresponding scaling limit for the
voter model). In this setting the strong recurrence of one-dimensional random walk leads to heavy clustering
which means scaling limits with bounded neighbourhood size lead to segregation of types; the corresponding
scaling limit for the voter model is the Arratia flow [1].
Throughout this work we will assume d ≥ 2 and
(1.13) N ∈ [3,∞).
For our scaled SLFV processes wNt we then make the choices
(1.14) J = 1, M =
√
N, K =
{
N
d
2−1 for d ≥ 3,
logN for d = 2.
If we set J ≡ 1, and take C1 = C2 = 1 for simplicity, the conditions (1)-(3) in Theorem 1.0 suggest the
choices for M and K above except for the logarithmic correction to K for d = 2. Without this correction,
one can show that the limiting process in Theorem 1.2 would be nonrandom heat flow acting on X0, as is
the case for the voter model [23].
In order to state our limit theorem for scaled SLFV processes assuming (1.14), we must first identify
certain constants γ
(d)
e that appear in the limiting SBM branching rate. These constants are determined by
the asymptotic tail behavior of the coalescence times τ for the two-particle dual process. Introduce
γe(t) = γ
(d)
e (t) =
1
|Br|2
∫
Br
∫
Br
P{x1,x2}(τ > t)dx1dx2.
Proposition 1.1. There are constants γe = γ
(d)
e > 0 such that as t→∞,
(1.15) lim
t→∞
γ(d)e (t) = γe if d ≥ 3
and
(1.16) lim
t→∞
(log t) γ(d)e (t) = γe if d = 2.
Recall that when outside B2r, ξ
1
t − ξ2t behaves like a rate 2ρ|Br| random walk with jump distribution
given in (1.3), and τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : ξ1t − ξ2t = 0}. Therefore, if d ≥ 3, the difference will escape to infinity
with positive probability by transience, and so the limit in (1.15), which exists by monotonicity, will have
a non-zero limit. For d = 2 the situation is more delicate. One can predict the 1/ log t behaviour of γe(t)
from the corresponding non-return probabilities for irreducible symmetric random walk on Z2 with diagonal
covariance matrix (see, e.g., Lemma A.3(ii) of [6]), but the slowing rates when the difference ξ1− ξ2 is in B2r
complicates things. The limit (1.16) can be derived from Lemma 4.10 in [14]. The analysis there is based on a
construction using successive “inner” and “outer” excursions of ξ1− ξ2 from certain balls before coalescence
occurs. Our argument represents the difference process as a time change of a rate 2ρ|Br| random walk with
step distribution hU¯ , and makes use of a reflection coupling. We feel the proof is of independent interest and
so have included it in an Appendix. One advantage of the excursion approach in [14] is that it should also
allow inclusion of a random “interaction radius”, that is
the driving Poisson point process Π is now on Rd × [0,∞)× [0, rmax] with intensity(1.17)
dx⊗ dt⊗ µ(dr) for some finite measure µ on the compact interval [0, rmax].
However, as is discussed below, our time-change representation of the dual difference process in the fixed
radius case will also play an important role in the analysis of the martingale square function which is the
key ingredient in the proof of our main convergence result, Theorem 1.2 below.
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With the choice of renormalization constants in (1.14) we now give a different description of the rescaled
SLFV processes XN , which will clarify the comparison with Theorem 1.2 below with the fixed kernel result
in [6]. Assume X0 ∈MF (Rd) and the compactly supported initial conditions w(N)0 : Rd → [0, 1] satisfy
(1.18) KNw
(N)
0 (
√
Nx)dx→ X0 in MF (Rd).
For eachN , let w(N) be the (original, unscaled) SLFV process with initial condition w
(N)
0 and fixed interaction
radius r and impact factor ρ, and define the rescaled SLFV process by
(1.19) wNt (x) = w
(N)
Nt (
√
Nx).
This process has the same law as wN defined right before Theorem 1.0. (For example, if (x, s) is the first
point in Π affecting w(N), then w
(N)
s 6= w(N)s− is only possible inside Br(x). Letting Nt = s, this means that
wNt (y) 6= wNt−(y) is possible only for y
√
N ∈ Br(x), or y ∈ Br/√N (x). Thus the interaction radius for wN is
r/
√
N .) Finally our approximating empirical measures are given by
(1.20) XNt (dx) = KNw
N
t (x)dx := X
N
t (x)dx ∈MF (Rd),
so that (1.18) just asserts that XN0 → X0. A simple change of variables shows that in terms of our original
SLFV processes, w(N), we have for any bounded Borel φ on Rd,
(1.21) XNt (φ) =
{
1
N
∫
Rd
w
(N)
Nt (y)φ(yN
−1/2) dy if d ≥ 3,
logN
N
∫
Rd
w
(N)
Nt (y)φ(yN
−1/2) dy if d = 2.
Here is our main result for the scaled SLFV process. For a measure or function H , we let supp(H) denote
its closed support. Recall the definition of σ¯2 from (1.4).
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that d ≥ 2, supp(wN0 ) is compact for each N , and limN→∞XN0 = X0 in MF (Rd).
As N →∞, XN converges weakly in D([0,∞),MF (Rd)) to SBM(X0, σ2, b), where
(1.22) σ2 = ρ|Br|σ¯2 and b = ρ2|Br|2γe.
As is usual for SBM limit theorems, the scaling condition on the initial conditions in (1.18) corresponds
to a regime where type 1’s are scarce. For example, if, say, X0 assigns no mass to the boundary of [−1, 1]d,
then taking φ = 1(‖x‖∞ ≤ 1) we have XN0 (φ)→ X0([−1, 1]d) which implies∫
[−√N,√N ]d w
(N)
0 (x)dx
(2
√
N)d
∼ X0([−1, 1]
d)
2d/2KN
→ 0 as N →∞.
It is important to note that in our scaling regime with J = 1 the original w(N) we are working with is an
ordinary SLVF process with fixed interaction range r and impact factor ρ, but with an initial condition in
which type 1’s are scarce.
(1.21) should be compared to the corresponding rescaled empirical measures in [6] associated with a
sequence of voter models ξ
(N)
t (x), x ∈ Zd whose rescaled initial states again converge to a limiting X0 ∈
MF (Rd): if N ′ = N for d ≥ 3 and N ′ = N/ logN if d = 2, let
XˆNt =
1
N ′
∑
x∈Zd
ξ
(N)
Nt (x)δxN−1/2 .
In that reference it is shown that XˆN converges weakly in D([0,∞),MF (Rd)) to an appropriate SBM, whose
branching rate is determined by the asymptotics of the escape probability (from 0) for a continuous time
random walk starting at a uniformly chosen neighbour of 0 in the integer lattice through a two-particle dual
calculation. This suggests the same should hold (as it does) for the SLFV but now with the asymptotics of
the non-coalescing probability of our two particle dual playing the role of the random walk escape probability.
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The proof follows a familiar outline, based in part on methods in [6]. For appropriate test functions φ the
semimartingale decomposition from [5] states that
XNt (φ) = X
N
0 (φ) +D
N
t (φ) +M
N
t (φ),
where MNt (φ) is a local martingale, and both the drift D
N
t (φ) and predictable quadratic variation process
〈MN (φ)〉t are given explicitly. Tightness of {XN} is then established in Section 6, where Theorem 1.2 is also
proved by showing that any weak limit satisfies the martingale problem for SBM(X0, σ
2, b). The term DN (φ)
is easy to handle; it is the asymptotic behavior of the quadratic variation process 〈MN (φ)〉 which requires
some work. Proposition 6.1 is the key result here and is proved in Section 7. Its proof uses Proposition 1.1
but the issues go well beyond this result.
The behavior of the quadratic variation process is the main difference in the proofs of Theorem 1.2 and its
counterpart in [5], Theorem 1.0. Lemma 4.3 in [5] shows that a key term in the variation process is negligible
in the limit N →∞. This fact is a consequence of the assumption J →∞. In our case, with J ≡ 1, this term
is non-negligible, and in fact determines the limiting SBM branching rate. Its analysis is the main objective
of Section 7. The analysis for d ≥ 3 is straightforward; it is the 2-dimensional case (the most relevant from
a biological perspective) that is the most interesting. In this setting the proof requires an extension of the
arguments in [6] and [8] used to analyze the voter model and stochastic Lotka-Volterra models, respectively.
In [6] four-particle duals were used to analyze the voter model, while in [8] refinements allowed one to use
only three-particle duals to analyze the more general stochastic Lotka-Volterra models considered there.
Here, because of the non-Markovian property of individual coordinates in the dual, similar calculations seem
out of reach and we must establish Proposition 6.1 using only one- and two-particle duals. The fact that
Proposition 6.1 controls the square functions uniformly in time means it also allows one to establish tightness
without any higher moments. The required properties of the two-particle dual are established in Section 5.
Lemma 5.1 represents the difference of the coordinates of the dual as the time change of a continuous
time random walk and this result is then used to obtain several probability estimates on the two-particle
dual. These results (notably Lemmas 5.3 to 5.7) then play a central role in Section 7. The time-change is
particularly useful when controlling the two-particle dual when the particles are close together and the dual
motions slow down.
It would be interesting to see if it is possible to extend Theorem1.2 to the variable but bounded radius
case discussed above.
Constants. In proofs, C will denote a positive constant whose value may change from line to line. We will
use CT and Cφ for constants depending on T > 0 or functions φ in a similar way. In some cases constants will
be numbered and dependence on various quantities indicated explicitly. Finally, most constants will have an
implicit dependence on the impact radius r, this dependence will be pointed out in some cases for clarity.
2. Martingale characterization
Let BNr (x) = Br/
√
N (x), B
N
r = B
N
r (0). For d ≥ 2 and φ ∈ Cb(Rd),
dNs (φ) =
ρN1+d
|Br|
∫
Rd
∫
BNr (x)
{
XNs (z)
∫
BNr (x)
φ(y)dy −
∫
BNr (x)
φ(y)XNs (y)dy
}
dzdx,(2.1)
mNs (φ) =
ρ2N1+d
|Br|
∫
Rd
∫
BNr (x)
{(
1− X
N
s (z)
K
)(∫
BNr (x)
φ(y)XNs (y)dy
)2
+
XNs (z)
K
(
K
∫
BNr (x)
φ(y)dy −
∫
BNr (x)
φ(y)XNs (y)dy
)2}
dzdx.(2.2)
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Lemma 2.1. Let φ ∈ Cb(Rd) and ∆XNs (φ) = |XNs (φ) −XNs−(φ)|. Then with probability one,
(2.3) |∆XNs (φ)| ≤ ‖φ‖∞
{
ρ|Br|/N if d ≥ 3
ρ|Br| logN/N if d = 2
for all s ≥ 0.
Proof. By the dynamics (1.1), for (x, s) ∈ ΠN (we may assume there is at most one such x), wNs (y) = wNs−(y)
for all y /∈ BNr (x), and for y ∈ BNr (x),
wNs (y)− wNs−(y) =
{
−ρwNs−(y) + ρ, or
−ρwNs−(y).
Thus, |wNs (y)− wNs−(y)| ≤ ρ1BNr (x)(y), and so,∫
Rd
|wNs (y)− wNs−(y)|dy ≤ sup
x∈Rd
∫
BNr (x)
ρ dy ≤ ρ|BNr |.
Finally,
|∆XNs (φ)| ≤ K
∫
Rd
|φ(y)||wNs (y)− wNs−(y)|dy ≤ ‖φ‖∞ρ|Br|KN−d/2,
which is (2.3).
The martingale characterization below is provided by Lemma 3.1 of [5]. The filtration below is implicit
in their argument. Although φ = 1 is not included in that result it is easy to handle it by a localization
argument using the stopping times Tn = inf{t ≥ 0 :
∫
{|x|≥n}wt(x) dx > 0}. Recall FNt is defined prior to
Theorem 1.0.
Proposition 2.2. Let φ ∈ C30 (Rd) or φ = 1. Then XNt (φ) has the semimartingale decomposition:
(2.4) XNt (φ) = X
N
0 (φ) +D
N
t (φ) +M
N
t (φ),
where
(2.5) DNs (φ) =
∫ t
0
dNs (φ)ds
and MNt (φ) is a local (FNt )-martingale with predictable quadratic variation
(2.6) 〈MN (φ)〉t =
∫ t
0
mNs (φ)ds.
Implicit in the above is the fact that the local martingale MNt (φ) is locally square integrable, but this is
already clear from the fact that it has bounded jumps. The latter follows from Lemma 2.1 and (2.4) which
imply
(2.7) |∆MNs (φ)| ≤ ‖φ‖∞
{
ρ|Br|/N if d ≥ 3
ρ|Br| logN/N if d = 2
for all s ≥ 0.
For the drift term DNs (φ) we will need only the following facts.
Lemma 2.3.
(a) dNs (1) ≡ 0.
(b) For φ ∈ C30 (Rd) there is a constant C2.8 = C2.8(φ) > 0 such that
(2.8)
dNs (φ) = ρ|Br|σ¯2XNs
(1
2
∆φ
)
+ EN2.8(s), where
|EN2.8(s)| ≤ C2.8
XNs (1)√
N
.
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Part (a) follows easily from (2.1), and (b) is the special case of Lemma 4.2 (and its proof) in [5] for our
choices of J,M,K in (1.14). (We note that the constant C(d) in Definition 4.1 in [5] is
∫
B1
(x1)
2dx.) Turning
next to the martingale square function, for φ ∈ Cb(Rd) define
(2.9) m¯Ns (φ) = ρ
2N1+d/2K2
∫
Rd
φ2(x)
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
(1− wNs (z1))wNs (z2)dz2dz1dx ≥ 0.
Lemma 2.4.
(a) For φ ∈ C30 (Rd), m¯Ns (φ) ∨mNs (φ) ≤ ‖φ‖2∞mNs (1).
(b) mNs (1) = m¯
N
s (1).
(c) For φ ∈ C30 (Rd) there is a constant C2.10 = C2.10(φ) > 0 such
(2.10)
mNs (φ) = m¯
N
s (φ) + EN2.10(s), where
|EN2.10(s)| ≤ C2.10
{
1√
N
XNs (1) if d ≥ 3
logN√
N
XNs (1) if d = 2.
Proof. Define
I(z1, z2, z3) = (1− wNs (z1))wNs (z2)wNs (z3) + wNs (z1)(1 − wNs (z2))(1− wNs (z3)).
Then replacing XNs with Kw
N
s in (2.2), after expanding and rearranging, we find that
mNs (φ) =
ρ2N1+d
|Br| K
2
∫
Rd
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
φ(z2)φ(z3)I(z1, z2, z3) dz3dz2dz1dx
On account of 0 ≤ wNs ≤ 1, I is nonnegative, hence (a) follows for mN from the above expression, and
is immediate for m¯n from (2.9) (integrate out z3 in the first line on the right-hand side). If we define
∆φ(x, z2, z3) = φ(z2)φ(z3)− φ2(x), then
(2.11) mNs (φ) =
ρ2N1+d
|Br| K
2
∫
Rd
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
φ2(x)I(z1, z2, z3) dz3dz2dz1dx+ EN2.10(s),
where
EN2.10(s) = ρ2
N1+d
|Br| K
2
∫
Rd
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
∆φ(x, z2, z3)I(z1, z2, z3) dz3dz2dz1dx.
Consider the integrals over BNr (x) in (2.11). By a change of variables and order of integration,∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
I(z1, z2, z3) dz3dz2dz1
=
∫
BNr (x)
wNs (z3)
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
(1− wNs (z1))wNs (z2)dz2dz1dz3
+
∫
BNr (x)
(1− wNs (z3))
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
(1− wNs (z1))wNs (z2)dz2dz1dz3
= |BNr |
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
(1 − wNs (z1))wNs (z2)dz2dz1.
Plugging this into (2.11), and using the definition of m¯Ns (φ), we now have m
N
s (φ) = m¯
N
s (φ) + EN2.10(s).
In the case that φ = 1, ∆1 ≡ 0 so that EN2.10(s) ≡ 0, proving (b). More generally,
|∆φ(x, z2, z3)| ≤ 2(r/
√
N)‖φ‖∞‖φ‖Lip for z2, z3 ∈ BNr (x).
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Using the fact that |I(z1, z2, z3)| ≤ wNs (z2) + wNs (z1), we have
|EN2.10(s)| ≤ ρ2
N1+d
|Br| K
22(r/
√
N)‖φ‖∞‖φ‖Lip
∫
Rd
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
(wNs (z1) + w
N
s (z2))dz2dz1dz3dx
= 4ρ2
r
N1/2
‖φ‖∞‖φ‖LipN
1+d
|Br| |B
N
r |2K2
∫
Rd
∫
BNr (x)
wNs (z1)dz1dx
= 4rρ2|Br|2φ‖∞‖φ‖Lip
{
1√
N
XNs (1) if d ≥ 3
logN√
N
XNs (1) if d = 2.
This proves (c).
3. Basic moment bounds
We start with the dual particle systems for the rescaled SLFV process wNt in (1.19). If η and (ξ
1, ξ2) are as
in (1.8), (1.9), introduce the rescaled duals,
PN{x}(η
N
t ∈ ·) = P{√Nx}
( ηNt√
N
∈ ·
)
, x ∈ Rd,
PN{x1,x2}((ξ
N,1
t , ξ
N,2
t ) ∈ ·) = P{√Nx1,√Nx2}
(( ξ1Nt√
N
,
ξ2Nt√
N
)
∈ ·
)
xi ∈ Rd,
and
(3.1) τN = inf{t : ξN,1t = ξN,2t }.
Then (1.8) and (1.9) imply for Borel ψ1 on R
d, and Borel ψ2 on (R
d)2, and t ≥ 0 (recall (1.2)),
EwN0 [w
N
t (ψ1)] =
∫
Rd
ψ1(x)E
N
{x}(w
N
0 (η
N
t ))dx,(3.2)
EwN0
[ ∫
Rd×Rd
ψ2(x1, x2)w
N
t (x1)w
N
t (x2) dx1dx2
]
=
∫
Rd×Rd
ψ2(x1, x2)E
N
{x1,x2}
[
wN0 (ξ
N,1
t )1{τN≤t} + w
N
0 (ξ
N,1
t )w
N
0 (ξ
N,2
t )1{τN>t}
]
dx1dx2.(3.3)
As before, either ψi ≥ 0, or one side is integrable for the above to hold. A simple change of variables shows
that (3.2) implies (for ψ1 as above)
(3.4) E(XNt (ψ1)) = EXN0 (ψ1(η
N
t )) :=
∫
Rd
EN{x}(ψ1(η
N
t ))X
N
0 (dx).
Proposition 3.1.
(a) There exists C3.5 > 0 such that for s ≥ 0,
(3.5) m¯Ns (1) = m
N
s (1) ≤ C3.5
{
XNs (1) if d ≥ 3
(logN)XNs (1) if d = 2
(b) Assume d = 2. If 0 < α < 1 then there exists C3.6 = C3.6(α) > 0 such that for s ≥ 0,
(3.6) E(mNs (1)) ≤ C3.6 (1 + s−α)XN0 (1).
Proof. (a) The case d ≥ 3 with K = Nd/2−1 is straightforward. Using the definition of m¯Ns , Lemma 2.4(b)
and the fact that 0 ≤ wNs ≤ 1,
mNs (1) = m¯
N
s (1) ≤ ρ2NdK|BNr |
∫
Rd
∫
BNr (x)
wNs (z2)dz2dx = ρ
2Nd|BNr |2XNs (1) = ρ2|Br|2XNs (1).
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Now suppose d = 2, with K = logN . Write (1−wNs (z1))wNs (z2) = wNs (z2)−wNs (z1)wNs (z2), and so conclude
that
(3.7) mNs (1) = m¯
N
s (1) = m
N,1
s −mN,2s ,
where
mN,1s = ρ
2N2(logN)2
∫
R2
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
wNs (z2) dz1dz2dx
mN,2s = ρ
2N2(logN)2
∫
R2
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
wNs (z1)w
N
s (z2) dz1dz2dx.
Thus, mNs (1) ≤ mN,1s , and
mN,1s = ρ
2N2|BNr |(logN)
∫
R2
∫
BNr (x)
XNs (z2) dz2dx
= ρ2N2|BNr |2(logN)XNs (1)
= ρ2|Br|2(logN)XNs (1).(3.8)
This completes the proof of (3.5).
(b) For d = 2, using the two particle duality equation (3.3) with ψ2 ≡ 1, we have
E[mN,2s ] = ρ
2N2(logN)2
∫
R2
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
E
[
wNs (z1)w
N
s (z2)
]
dz1dz2dx
= ρ2N2(logN)2
∫
R2
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
(
EN{z1,z2}
[
wN0 (ξ
N,1
s )1{τN ≤ s
}]
+ EN{z1,z2}
[
wN0 (ξ
N,1
s )w
N
0 (ξ
N,2
s )1{τN > s
}])
dz1dz2dx
≥ ρ2N2(logN)
∫
R2
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
EN{z1,z2}
[
XN0 (ξ
N,1
s )1{τN ≤ s}
]
dz1dz2dx
= ρ2N2(logN)
∫
R2
∫
BNr
∫
BNr
EN{x+z′1,x+z′2}
[
XN0 (ξ
N,1
s )1{τN ≤ s}
]
dz′1dz
′
2dx
= ρ2N2(logN)
∫
R2
∫
BNr
∫
BNr
EN{z′1,z′2}
[
XN0 (x+ ξ
N,1
s )1{τN ≤ s}
]
dz′1dz
′
2dx,
the last two equalities by a change of variables and translation invariance (1.7). Let
P{U1,U2}(·) =
∫
Br
∫
Br
P{z′1,z′2}(·)dz′1dz′2/|Br|2 so that P{U1,U2}(τ > t) = γe(t). Integrating x out (inside
the expectation), we obtain
E[mN,2s ] ≥ ρ2N2(logN)XN0 (1)
∫
BNr
∫
BNr
PN{z′1,z′2}(τ
N ≤ s)dz′1dz′2
= ρ2N2|BNr |2(logN)P{U1,U2}(τ ≤ Ns)XN0 (1)
= ρ2|Br|2(logN)(1 − γe(Ns))XN0 (1).
If we plug this bound and (3.8) into (3.7), we get
(3.9) E[mNs (1)] ≤ ρ2|Br|2(logN)γe(Ns)XN0 (1).
If s ≤ (logN)−α, then (logN)γe(Ns) ≤ logN ≤ s−1/α. By Proposition 1.1, if s ≥ (logN)−α,
(logN)γe(Ns) ≤ (logN)γe
( N
(logN)α
)
→ γe
as N → ∞. This implies that there is a C > 0, depending on α, such that for all s ≥ (logN)−α,
(logN)γe(Ns) ≤ C. Plugging these bounds into (3.9) we obtain (3.6).
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Corollary 3.2. For d ≥ 2 and T > 0 there exists C3.10(T ) > 0 such that
(3.10) E
[
sup
t≤T
XNt (1)
2
]
≤ 2XN0 (1)2 + C3.10(T )XN0 (1).
Moreover t → XNt (1) is a non-negative square-integrable (FNt )-martingale, and for any φ ∈ C30 (Rd), t →
MNt (φ) is also a square-integrable (FNt )-martingale.
Proof. By Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.3(a), XNt (1) = X
N
0 (1) +M
N
t (1), and so
XNt (1)
2 ≤ 2XN0 (1)2 + 2MNt (1)2.
Now XNt (1) is a non-negative local martingale which by (1.10) satisfies E[X
N
t (1)] = X
N
0 (1), and so is a
non-negative martingale. By Doob’s L2 submartingale inequality,
E
[
sup
t≤T
MNt (1)
2
] ≤ 4E[〈MN (1)〉T ] = 4
∫ T
0
E
[
mNs (1)
]
ds.
As we don’t know the square integrability yet, the first inequality holds by considering a sequence of localizing
stopping times and applying monotone convergence. By Proposition 3.1(a), for d ≥ 3,∫ T
0
E[mNs (1)]ds ≤ C3.5
∫ T
0
E[XNs (1)]ds = C3.5TX
N
0 (1).
By Proposition 3.1(b), for d = 2 and taking α = 1/2,∫ T
0
E[mNs (1)]ds ≤ C3.6(12 )XN0 (1)
∫ T
0
(1 + s−1/2)ds = C3.6(
1
2 )(T + 2T
1/2)XN0 (1).
Combining the above bounds we obtain (3.10) and hence the next to last statement as well.
It is easy to repeat the above reasoning using Lemma 2.4(a) and see that
(3.11) E
[
sup
t≤T
MNt (φ)
2
] ≤ Cφ[T +√T ]XN0 (1).
This in turn shows that the local martingale MN(φ) is in fact a square integrable martingale.
4. Random walk preliminaries
Recall that (ξ1t , ξ
2
t ) is the two particle dual with initial state (x1, x2). We will need to work with the difference
process,
ξ˜t = ξ
1
t − ξ2t ,
which is a Markov process starting at x1 − x2. When |ξ˜t| > 2r, it makes the same transitions as a rate
2ρ|Br| random walk with jump distribution that of U¯ , with density hU¯ (z) given in (1.3). We will need basic
information about this random walk, as well as a way to compare ξ˜t to it.
Throughout the paper, Yt = Y
x
t will denote a rate 2ρ|Br| random walk with jump distribution that of U¯
starting at x under Px. That is, Y
x
t will be the pure-jump Markov process on R
d with generator
(4.1) AY f(x) = 2ρ|Br|
∫
B2r(0)
(f(x+ z)− f(x))hU¯ (z)dz
defined for suitable f . We will often make use of the Poisson process construction
Y 0t = SNt , t ≥ 0,
where Nt is a rate λ = 2ρ|Br| Poisson process on [0,∞) which is independent of the iid random variables
U¯1, U¯2, . . . which have the same law as U¯ , and Sn = U¯1 + · · · U¯n, n ≥ 1 (S0 = 0). We will often write Yt for
Y 0t and Y
x
t for x+ Y
0
t , where x may be random. Recall from (1.4) that = E[|U¯ |2] = dσ¯2.
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Lemma 4.1. (a) There is a constant C4.2 > 0 such that for all t ≥ 0 and Borel B ⊂ Rd,
(4.2)
P (Y U¯t ∈ B) ≤
C4.2|B|
1 + td/2
, and
Px(Yt ∈ B) ≤ e−2ρ|Br |t1B(x) + C4.2|B|
1 + td/2
for all x ∈ Rd.
In particular, for all x ∈ Rd, t > 0, and nonnegative Borel f ,
(4.3) Ex
[
f
( Yt√
t
)]
≤ e−2ρ|Br|t‖f‖∞ + C4.2
∫
Rd
f(z)dz
(b) For all t ≥ 0, E0[|Yt|2] = 2ρ|Br|dσ¯2t. For k ∈ N there is a constant C4.4 = C4.4(k) > 0 such that
(4.4) E0[sup
s≤t
|Ys|2k] ≤ C4.4tk for all t ≥ 1.
(c) For k ∈ N there is a constant C4.5 = C4.5(k) > 0
(4.5) P0(sup
s≤t
|Ys| ≥ a) ≤ C4.5
tk
a2k
for all a > 0, t ≥ 1.
Proof. (a) According to Theorem 19.1 of [3], there is a uniform bound on the densities of Sn/
√
n, n = 1, 2, . . . ,
so that
(4.6) P
( Sn√
n
∈ B
)
≤ C|B| ∀ n ≥ 1, Borel B ⊂ Rd.
By a standard large deviations estimate, for 0 < α < 1,
P (Nt ≤ αλt) ≤ exp(−cαλt),
where cα = 1− α+ α logα > 0. Using Y xt = x+ SNt and the density bound (4.6),
P
(
Y xt ∈ B
)
= e−λt1B(x) +
∞∑
n=1
e−λt
(λt)n
n!
P
( Sn√
n
∈ B − x√
n
)
≤ e−λt1B(x) + C
{ ∑
1≤n<λt/2
+
∑
n≥1∨(λt/2)
}
e−λt
(λt)n
n!
|B|
nd/2
≤ e−λt1B(x) + C|B|
(
P (Nt < λt/2) + E
[
1{Nt ≥ 1 ∨ (λt/2)}N−d/2t
])
≤ e−λt1B(x) + C|B|
(
e−c1/2λt + (1 ∨ (λt/2))−d/2
)
≤ e−λt1B(x) + C|B|(1 + t)−d/2,
where we have used the large deviation bound with α = 1/2. This proves (a) for Y starting at x. The result
for Y U¯t follows from the observation that Y
U¯
t has the same law as SN(t)+1 and a slight alteration in the above
calculation.
(b) It is easy to see from the representation Y 0t = SNt that E0[|Yt|2] = 2ρ|Br|tE[|U¯ |2]. Now consider
k ∈ N. There is a constant Ck > 0 such that E(maxm≤n |Sm|2k) ≤ Cknk. To see this we switch to component
notation, and write U¯j = (U¯
(1)
j , . . . , U¯
(d)
j ) and Sn = (S
(1)
n , . . . , S
(d)
n ), where S
(j)
n =
∑n
i=1 U¯
(j)
i . Then
E[max
m≤n
|Sm|2k] = E
[
max
m≤n
( d∑
j=1
|S(j)m |2
)k] ≤ dk−1E[ d∑
j=1
max
m≤n
|S(j)n |2k
]
= dkE
[
max
m≤n
|S(1)m |2k
]
.
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Now S
(1)
n is a sum of bounded, mean zero independent random variables, so a martingale square function
argument (e.g. see Theorem 21.1 of [4]) shows that for each k ≥ 1 there is a constant Ck = Ck(r) > 0 such
that E[maxm≤n |S(1)m |2k] ≤ Cknk for all n ∈ N. This implies
E[|Yt|2k] =
∞∑
n=1
e−λt
(λt)n
n!
E[|Sn|2k] ≤ Cdk+1
( k−1∑
n=1
e−λt
(λt)n
n!
nk +
∞∑
n=k
e−λt
(λt)n
n!
nk
)
.
The first sum is bounded by (k − 1)k. The second sum is bounded by
(λt)k
∞∑
n=k
e−λt
(λt)n−k
(n− k)!
k∏
j=1
n
n− j + 1 ≤ (λt)
kkk.
This proves (4.4) for t ≥ 1.
(c) This is immediate from (b) and Markov’s inequality.
For a,A > 0, define the hitting times
(4.7) ta = inf{s ≥ 0 : |Ys| ≤ a} and TA = inf{s ≥ 0 : |Ys| ≥ A}.
Proposition 4.2. Assume d ≥ 3 and 2r < a < |x|. Then
(4.8) Px(ta <∞) ≤
( a
|x|
)d−2
Proof. Let A > |x|. By radial symmetry and (4.1), f(x) = |x|2−d is a harmonic function for Y . If we let
σ = ta ∧ TA, then |Ys∧σ|2−d is a bounded martingale (recall a > 2r), and so
(4.9) |x|2−d = Ex[|Yta |2−d1(ta < TA)] + Ex[|YTA |2−d1(TA < ta)].
Clearly |YTA |2−d ≤ A2−d if TA < ta, and |Yta |2−d ≥ a2−d if ta < TA. This means that if we let A → ∞ in
(4.9), then
|x|2−d ≥ Ex[a2−d1(ta <∞)] = a2−dPx(ta <∞),
proving (4.8).
Lemma 4.3. Assume d = 2. If A > 2 and 2r < a < |x| < A, then
Px(TA < ta) ≤ log |x| − log(a− 2r)
logA− log(a− 2r) ,(4.10)
Px(ta < TA) ≤ log(A+ 2r)− log |x|
log(A+ 2r)− log a ,(4.11)
and
lim
A→∞
(logA) Px(TA < ta) = log |x| − Ex[log |Yta |].(4.12)
Proof. By radial symmetry and (4.1), log |x| is a harmonic function for Y . If σ = ta ∧ TA as before then
log |Ys∧σ| is a bounded martingale, and
(4.13) log |x| = Ex[log |Yta |; ta < TA] + Ex[log |YTA |;TA < ta].
Using |YTA | ≥ A and |Yta | > a− 2r in the above gives
log |x| ≥ (log(a− 2r))(1 − Px(TA < ta)) + (logA)Px(TA < ta).
Rearranging gives (4.10). A similar argument yields (4.11).
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For (4.12), rearranging (4.13) gives∣∣∣ log |x| − Ex[log |Yta |; ta < TA)]− (logA)Px(TA < ta)∣∣∣
= Ex[(log |YTA | − logA)1(TA < ta)] ≤ log
(A+ 2r
A
)
→ 0
as A→ ∞. Also, by recurrence and bounded convergence, Ex[log |Yta |; ta < TA] → Ex[log |Yta |] as A→ ∞,
which means that (4.12) must hold.
Lemma 4.4. Assume d = 2. There is a constant C4.14 > 0 such that for A > 2 and |x| < A/2,
(4.14) Px
(
TA /∈
[ A2
logA
,A2 logA
])
≤ C4.14/(logA)2.
Proof. By (4.5) with k = 2, for all x,A as in the Lemma,
Px(TA ≤ A
2
logA
) = P0
(
sup
s≤A2/ logA
|x+ Ys| ≥ A
)
≤ P0
(
sup
s≤A2/ logA
|Ys| > A/2
)
≤ C4.5
(A2/ logA)2
(A/2)4
= 16C4.5/(logA)
2.(4.15)
To handle Px(TA ≥ A2 logA) we must first estimate Ex(T 2A). Let σ2 = E(|U¯ |2), σ4 = E(|U¯ |4) and
λ = 2ρ|Br|, and define the functions
u2(t, y) = |y|2 − λσ2t,
u4(t, y) = |y|4 − 4λσ2|y|2t+ 2(λσ2)2t2 − λσ4t.
It is a straightforward calculation to check that both u = u2 and u = u4 satisfy
∂u
∂t
+AY u ≡ 0.
This and the fact that for p = 2, 4, |y|p, and AY (|y|p) are bounded on {|y| ≤ A+2r}, so that up(t∧TA, Yt∧TA)
is uniformly bounded for t ≤ t0, easily imply that both u2(t∧TA, Yt∧TA) and u4(t∧TA, Yt∧TA) are martingales.
Therefore E0[u2(t ∧ TA, Yt∧TA)] = 0, and since |YTA | ≤ A+ 2r,
(4.16) λσ2E0[TA] = lim
t→∞
λσ2E0[TA ∧ t] = lim
t→∞
E0
[
(YTA∧t)
2
] ≤ (A+ 2r)2.
Now, since E0[u4(TA ∧ t, YTA∧t)] = 0,
2(λσ2)
2E0
[
(TA ∧ t)2
]
= −E0
[|YTA∧t|4]+ 4λσ2E0[(TA ∧ t)|YTA∧t|2]+ λσ4E0[TA ∧ t]
≤ 4λσ2(A+ 2r)2E0[TA] + λσ4E0[TA]
≤ 4(A+ 2r)4 + σ4
σ2
(A+ 2r)2,
where we have used (4.16). Let t→∞ on the left-hand side of the above to conclude that
(4.17) E0[T
2
A] ≤ C(A + 2r)4 for all A > 1.
On account of this bound and Markov’s inequality, we have for |x| < A/2 and A > 2,
Px(TA > A
2 logA) ≤ P0(T3A/2 > A2 logA) ≤ E0[T 23A/2]/(A2 logA)2 ≤ C/(logA)2.
Together with (4.15) this proves (4.14).
The following technical result will play a key role in the proof of Lemma 5.5 below.
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Lemma 4.5. Assume d = 2. For α, β > 0 and t > 0 there is a constant C4.18 = C4.18(α, β, t) ≥ 1 such
that if (logN)−β ≤ s ≤ t and w ∈ R2 satisfies 0 < |w| ≤ (logN)−α, then
(4.18) Pw
√
N (t3r < Ns) ≤ C4.18
log(1/|w|)
logN
.
Proof. We may suppose |w| > 3r/√N , because otherwise C4.18 can be chosen large enough so that the right
side of (4.18) is at least one. Now for any A > |w|√N ,
(4.19) Pw
√
N (t3r < Ns) ≤ Pw√N (t3r < TA) + Pw√N (TA ≤ Ns).
To handle the first term, we apply Lemma 4.3 with x = w
√
N and a = 3r,
(4.20) Pw
√
N (t3r < TA) ≤
log
(
A+2r
w
√
N
)
log
(
A+2r
3r
) .
Now set A = |w|√N +√Ns(logN)α. Using s ≤ t and |w| ≤ (logN)−α, and taking N ≥ N0(t), we see that
for some C(t) > 0,
log
(A+ 2r
|w|√N
)
≤ log
(
1 +
2
√
t(logN)α
|w|
)
≤ log
(
1 +
2
√
t
|w|2
)
≤ C(t) log(1/|w|).
Using s ≥ (logN)−β gives for N ≥ N1(α, β),
log
(A+ 2r
3r
)
≥ log
(√Ns(logN)α
3r
)
≥ log
(√N(logN)α−(β/2)
3r
)
=
1
2
logN + (α− β
2
) log logN − log(3r) ≥ 1
4
logN.
Plug the above bounds in (4.20) to see that for N ≥ N0(t) ∨N1(α, β),
(4.21) Pw
√
N (t3r < TA) ≤ 4C(t)
log(1/|w|)
logN
.
For the second term in (4.19), take k ≥ 1/α and use (4.5) to get
Pw
√
N (TA ≤ Ns) = P0
(
sup
u≤Ns
|w
√
N + Yu| ≥ A
)
≤ P0
(
sup
u≤Ns
|Yu| ≥ A− |w|
√
N
)
= P0
(
sup
u≤Ns
|Yu| ≥
√
Ns(logN)α
)
≤ C4.5(k)
(Ns)k(√
Ns(logN)α
)2k
≤ C( logN)−2kα ≤ C(logN)−2
for Ns ≥ N(logN)−β ≥ 1. Plugging this bound and (4.21) into (4.19) we get (4.18) for N ≥ N2 depending
only on α, β, t. By the upper bound on |w| we may increase C4.18 to get (4.18) for all N ≥ 3 (recall
(1.13)).
5. The two particle dual
In this section we collect some properties of the two-particle dual which will be needed in our analysis of the
martingale square functions. Our main focus will be on the difference of the two particles. Define
ψr(a) =
{
ρ2|Br ∩Br(a)| if a 6= 0
ρ|Br| if a = 0,
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and observe that ψr(a) is decreasing in |a| and 0 ≤ ψr(a)/ρ|Br| ≤ 1. Consider the two-particle dual (ξ1t , ξ2t )
starting at (x1, x2), x = x1 − x2, the difference process ξ˜t = ξ˜xt = ξ1t − ξ2t , and the coalescence time τ
defined in (1.6). By the dynamics defining the two-particle dual (recall (1.5)), the fact that |Br(a)∩Br(b)| =
|Br(0) ∩Br(a− b)| shows that for y 6= 0, ξ˜ makes transitions
(5.1) y →
{
y + U¯ at rate 2ρ|Br| − 2ψr(y)
0 at rate ψr(y),
while 0 is a trap for ξ˜. Let
(5.2) τ˜ = τ˜ (x) = inf{t ≥ 0 : ξ˜xt = 0}(= τ)
be the time at which ξ˜xt jumps to 0. By standard results (see Sections 4.2 and 4.4 of [19]) ξ˜
x is a pure jump
Feller process which is the unique in law solution of the martingale problem for its generator A˜ on the space
B(Rd) of bounded Borel measurable functions. A˜ is given by
(5.3) A˜f(x) = (2ρ|Br| − 2ψr(x))
∫
Rd
(f(x+ u)− f(x))hU¯ (u) du+ ψr(x)(f(0) − f(x)).
Recall from Section 4 that Y xt is the rate 2ρ|Br| random walk starting at x ∈ Rd under Px, and with
jump distribution that of U¯ and generator AY given in (4.1) for f ∈ B(Rd). For a random variable V we let
Y V denote the same random walk with initial law that of V , and will use this notation with other Markov
processes below.
We will construct a version of ξ˜xt by absorbing a random time change of Y
x at 0. Define β(y) = 1− ψr(y)ρ|Br |
and
(5.4) I(t) =
∫ t
0
1
β(Y xs )
ds.
Note that for x 6= 0,
sup
s≤t
ψr(Y
x
s )
ρ|Br| = sups≤t
ρ|Br(Y xs ) ∩Br|
|Br| < 1 a.s.
and thus infs≤t β(Y xs ) > 0 a.s. This implies that I(t) is finite and strictly increasing a.s. for all t. Evidently
I(t) = ∞ for all t > 0 if x = 0. We will allow x = 0 later, but until otherwise indicated we will take our
initial point x 6= 0. From the definition of I we see that for 0 < s < t,
(5.5) t− s ≤ I(t)− I(s).
Therefore I−1(t) exists for all t a.s., and
(5.6)
∫ I−1(t)
0
1
β(Y xs )
ds = t.
If we define Y˜ xt = Y
x
I−1(t), then it follows from (5.6) that for all but countably many t,
(I−1)′(t) = β(Y xI−1(t))
and therefore that
(5.7) I−1(t) =
∫ t
0
β(Y˜ xs )ds.
Clearly, I−1(t) ≤ t. For x = 0 it is natural to define I−1(t) = 0 for all t ≥ 0, which means that Y˜ 0t :=
Y 0I−1(t) = 0 for all t ≥ 0. Thus (5.7) holds for all x and
(5.8) Y˜ xt = Y
x
I−1(t) = Y
x
(∫ t
0
β(Y˜ xs )ds
)
∀ x ∈ Rd.
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We may apply Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 of Sec. 6.1 of [19] to see that Y˜ x is the unique solution of the martingale
problem for
AY˜ f(x) = β(x)AY f(x) = (2ρ|Br| − 2ψr(x))
∫
Rd
(f(x+ u)− f(x))hU¯ (u)du, f ∈ B(Rd).
Here we note that the continuity of f is not needed for Theorem 1.3 of [19] in our jump process setting as
the proof there shows. Uniqueness of the martingale problem is classical for such bounded jump generators,
e.g., see Theorem 4.1 in Chapter 4 of [19]), and so Y˜ x is the unique Feller process with generator AY˜ , and
in particular is strong Markov. Finally we send Y˜ x to its absorbing state, 0 according to the continuous
additive functional
Ct = C
x
t =
∫ t
0
ψr(Y˜
x
s ) ds.
For an independent mean one exponential random variable, e, define the absorbing time
(5.9) κ = κx = inf{t ≥ 0 : Cxt > e},
and the absorbed process
ξ˜
′x
t =
{
Y˜ x(t) if t < κ
0 if t ≥ κ.
Then ξ˜
′x is a Feller jump process and an elementary calculation shows that it solves the martingale problem
for AY˜ f(x) + ψr(x)(f(0)− f(x)) = A˜f(x), f ∈ B(Rd) (from (5.3)). From (5.1) we see that the two-particle
dual difference, ξ˜, is the Feller jump process satisfying the same well-posed martingale problem, and so, as
the notation suggests, ξ˜
′x has the same law as ξ˜x.
We have proved:
Lemma 5.1. If (x1, x2) ∈ Rd × Rd, and x = x1 − x2 define I−1(t) by (5.6) and set Y˜ x(t) = Y x(I−1(t)). If
ξ˜xt =
{
Y˜ x(t) if t < κ,
0 if t ≥ κ,
where κ = κx is as in (5.9), then
I−1(t)
∫ t
0
β(Y˜ xs )ds
and ξ˜x is a version of the dual difference ξ1t − ξ2t under P{x1,x2}. Moreover
(5.10) τ˜ (x) = κx for all x 6= 0.
We often denote the starting point x of ξ˜ in the underlying probability as Px. The tail behaviour of the
coalescing time κx will be important for us. Introduce
(5.11) k(a) = ρ|Br| ψr(a)
ρ|Br| − ψr(a) , a ∈ R
d.
Lemma 5.2. If x ∈ Rd \ {0}, then
(5.12) Px(κ > t) = Ex
[
exp
(
−
∫ I−1(t)
0
k(Ys)ds
)]
.
Proof. By definition of κ,
Px(κ > t) = Ex[e
−Ct ] = Ex
[
exp
(
−
∫ t
0
ψr(Y˜s)ds
)]
= Ex
[
exp
(
−
∫ t
0
ψr(YI−1(s))ds
)]
.
Now change variables with I(u) = s and use I ′(u) = 1/β(Yu) to get the required expression.
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The following result shows that I−1(t) is close to t, and so Y xt is a good approximation to Y˜
x
t .
Lemma 5.3. There is a constant C5.3 > 0 such that for all 0 < α < 1 and t > 1, and Y0 = x, |x| > 2r, or
Y0 = U¯ ,
(5.13) PY0
(
I−1(t) /∈ [t− tα, t]) ≤ C5.3
{
log(1 + t)t−α if d = 2,
t−α if d ≥ 3.
Proof. Let Y0 = x, |x| > 2r. By (5.4) and Ys 6= 0 for all s,
(5.14) 0 ≤ I(t)− t =
∫ t
0
ρ|Br|
ρ|Br| − ψr(Ys) − 1 ds =
∫ t
0
ρ|Br ∩Br(Ys)|
|Br| − ρ|Br ∩Br(Ys)|ds.
By an elementary argument, there is a constant C5.15 = C5.15(d, r) > 0 such that
(5.15)
|Br ∩Br(a)|
|Br| − |Br ∩Br(a)| ≤
|Br|
|Br| − |Br ∩Br(a)|1(|a| ≤ 2r) ≤ C5.15
1
|a|1{|a| ≤ 2r}, a ∈ R
d.
We are assuming |x| > 2r, so using the density bound (4.2), we see that
Ex
[ 1
|Ys|1{|Ys| ≤ 2r}
]
=
∫ ∞
0
1
u2
Px(|Ys| ≤ u ∧ 2r)du
=
∫ 2r
0
1
u2
Px(Ys ∈ Bu)du+
∫ ∞
2r
1
u2
Px(Ys ∈ B2r)du
≤ C4.2
sd/2 + 1
[ ∫ 2r
0
1
u2
|Bu|du+
∫ ∞
2r
1
u2
|B2r|du
]
=
C(r)
sd/2 + 1
.
On account of (5.15), plugging this bound into (5.14) gives
Ex
(
I(t)− t) ≤ C5.15
∫ t
0
C(r)
sd/2 + 1
ds ≤ C
{
log(1 + t) if d = 2
1 if d ≥ 3.
Applying Markov’s inequality we obtain
(5.16) Px
(
I(t)− t ≥ tα) ≤ C5.3
{
log(1 + t)t−α if d = 2,
t−α if d ≥ 3.
This proves (5.13), because by (5.5), Px
(
t− I−1(t) ≥ tα) ≤ Px(I(t) − t ≥ tα), and we also have I−1(t) ≤ t
by I(t) ≥ t. The proof for Y U¯ is essentially the same.
Lemma 5.4. For β ∈ (14 , 12 ) there exists a constant C5.4 = C5.4(β) > 0 such that
P (|Y˜ U¯t | ≤ r0) ≤ C5.4t2β−1 for all t > 0, r0 ≤ tβ.
Proof. The bounds on β imply that 0 < 1 − 2β < 2β < 1. This means we can choose α ∈ (0, 1) such that
1− 2β < α < 2β. For this α choose t large enough so that log(1 + t) ≥ 1 and t− tα > t/2. By (5.13),
P (|Y˜ U¯t | ≤ r0) = P (|Y U¯I−1(t)| ≤ r0)
≤ P (I−1(t) /∈ [t− tα, t])+ P ( inf
s∈[t−tα,t]
|Y U¯s | ≤ r0
)
≤ C5.3 log(1 + t)t−α + P (|Y U¯t−tα | ≤ r0 + tβ)+
+ P
(|Y U¯t−tα | > r0 + tβ , inf
s∈[t−tα,t]
|Y U¯s | ≤ r0
)
.(5.17)
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By r0 ≤ tβ, (4.2), and the above choice of t,
P
(|Y U¯t−tα | ≤ r0 + tβ) ≤ C (r0 + tβ)d(t− tα)d/2 ≤ C (2t
β)d
(t/2)d/2
≤ Ct d2 (2β−1) ≤ Ct2β−1.
For the last term in (5.17), the Markov property and (4.5) imply that (recall t > 1) for all k ≥ 1,
P
(|Y U¯t−tα | > r0 + tβ , inf
s∈[t−tα,t]
|Y U¯s | ≤ r0
) ≤ P ( sup
s≤tα
|Y 0s | ≥ tβ
) ≤ C4.5(k)tk(α−2β).
Plugging these bounds into (5.17) gives
P (|Y˜ U¯t | ≤ r0) ≤ C(t−α log(1 + t) + t2β−1 + tk(α−2β)).
Recalling that α > 1− 2β and α− 2β < 0, and choosing k large such that k(α− 2β) < 2β− 1, it follows that
for large t, P (|Y˜ U¯t | ≤ r0) ≤ Ct2β−1. Increasing C appropriately to handle small t completes the proof.
For 0 < a < b define
(5.18) G(a, b) =
{
|YI−1(u)| > 2r ∀ u ∈ [a, b]
}
,
and for q ≥ 1 introduce
(5.19) sN = (logN)
−q.
Lemma 5.5. There is a constant C5.20(q) > 0 such that
(5.20) Px
(
G
(NsN
4
, 2NsN
)c)
≤ C5.20
log logN
logN
for all |x| > 2r.
Proof. Recall from (1.13) that N ≥ 3. Let uN = NsN/4 and u′N = uN − u1/2N . Then since I−1(u) ≤ u,
(5.21) Px
(
G
(
uN , 2NsN
)c) ≤ Px(I−1(uN ) ≤ u′N)+ Px(|Yu| ≤ 2r for some u ∈ [u′N , 2NsN ]).
By (5.13) with α = 1/2 and N ≥ N0(q) (recall |x| > 2r),
(5.22) Px
(
I−1(uN ) ≤ u′N
)
≤ C log(1 + uN )√
uN
≤ C
N1/4
.
Next, using the Markov property at time u′N , we have for N ≥ N0(q),
Px(|Yu| ≤ 2r for some u ∈ [u′N , 2NsN ])
≤ Px(|Yu′N | ≤ sN
√
N) + sup
|y|≥sN
Py
√
N (t2r ≤ 2NsN − u′N )
≤ exp(−2ρ|Br|u′N) + C
(sN
√
N)d
(u′N )d/2
+ C
log(1/sN )
logN
(by (4.2), (4.18) (if d = 2) and (4.8) (if d = 3))
≤ C
logN
+ C
log logN
logN
.
In the next to last line we have used the d = 2 bound; if d ≥ 3, (4.8) gives a much smaller bound. Here we
have also used the strong Markov property and applied (4.18) (if d = 2) with w
√
N equal to the location
of the first jump into BsN
√
N . Use this bound and (5.22) in (5.21) derive (5.20) for N ≥ N0(q). Now adjust
C5.20 to handle the remaining values of N .
We will also need a bound on the two-particle dual ξt = (ξ
1, ξ2t ) after the coalescing time κ for any d ≥ 2.
In this setting assume
W 1,x1 ,W 2,x2 and W 3,0 are independent rate ρ|Br| random walks in Rd with step(5.23)
distribution U¯ (now in Rd) and starting at points x1, x2, 0 ∈ Rd, respectively.
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Define Wt = (W
1,x1
t ,W
2,x2
t ), and
ψW (y1, y2) = k(|y1 − y2|)1(y1 6= y2) = ρ|Br|ψr(y1 − y2)
ρ|Br| − ψr(y1 − y2)1(y1 6= y2),
and D(t) =
∫ t
0 ψW (Ws)ds. Although ψW (y1 − y2) becomes unbounded (if ρ = 1) as y1 − y2 → 0, as for I(t),
D(t) < ∞ for all t > 0 a.s. Let e be an independent exponential mean 1 random variable, and introduce
κ¯ = inf{t ≥ 0 : D(t) > e} ≤ ∞ (it will be a.s. finite if d = 2). Assume also that conditional on (W,W 3,0, e),
UW (κ¯) has a uniform distribution on Br(W
1,x1
κ¯− ) ∩ Br(W 2,x2κ¯− ) (the intersection is non-empty a.s. by the
definition of κ¯ because ψW (y1, y2) = 0 if |y1− y2| > 2r), and given (W,W 3,0, e, UW (κ¯)), U is an independent
r.v. uniformly distributed on Br. We can use the above to define a version of our two-particle dual but now
“run at a constant rate” by
(5.24) W t =


(W 1,x1t ,W
1,x1
t ) if x1 = x2,
Wt if t < κ¯ and x1 6= x2,
(U + UWκ¯ +W
3,0
t−κ¯, U + UWκ¯ +W
3,0
t−κ¯) if t ≥ κ¯ and x1 6= x2.
Note that when W¯ is at (y1, y2), y1 6= y2, W¯ jumps to the diagonal in Rd × Rd at rate ψW (y1, y2).
We now extend our earlier time change and define
β(y1, y2) =
[
1− ψr(y1 − y2)
ρ|Br|
]
1(y1 6= y2) + 1(y1 = y2) ≤ 1, ∀y ∈ Rd,(5.25)
I¯(t) =
∫ t
0
β(Ws)
−1 ds <∞ ∀t > 0,(5.26)
ξt =W (I¯
−1(t)),(5.27)
where I¯−1 is the inverse of the strictly increasing continuous function I¯. As in (5.7), one sees that
(5.28) I¯−1(t) =
∫ t
0
β(ξ¯s) ds ∀t ≥ 0.
The following result shows that ξ¯t is a version of the two particle dual.
Lemma 5.6. If (x1, x2) ∈ Rd × Rd define W by (5.24), β by (5.25), I¯ by (5.26), and ξ¯ by (5.27). Then
I¯−1(t) =
∫ t
0
β(ξ¯s)ds,
and ξ¯ is a version of the two-particle dual described in (1.5) under P{x1,x2}.
Proof. The jump rate of W to the diagonal becomes unbounded as it approaches the diagonal (for ρ = 1),
so we proceed more carefully than in the proof of Lemma 5.1, making use of optional stopping. Let
Rn = {(y1, y2) ∈ Rd × Rd : 0 < |y1 − y2| < n−1}
and
TWn = inf{t ≥ 0 : W t ∈ Rn} ≤ ∞.
Then Wn(t) =W (t ∧ TWn ) is a pure jump process on Rd × Rd with bounded jump rates and generator
A¯nf(y) =ρ|Br|[E(f(y1 + U¯ , y2) + f(y1, y2 + U¯)− 2f(y))]1(|y1 − y2| ≥ 1/n)
+ ψW (y)[E(f(U + Uy, U + Uy)− f(y))]1(|y1 − y2| ≥ 1/n)
+ ρ|Br|[E(f(y + (U¯ , U¯))− f(y)])1(y1 = y2).
Here Uy is uniformly distributed on Br(y1) ∩Br(y2) and is independent of the uniform (on Br) r.v. U . It is
easy to check that Wn solves the martingale problem for A¯n on the domain B(R
d × Rd) of bounded Borel
functions on Rd × Rd.
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Let T¯n = inf{t ≥ 0 : ξ¯t ∈ Rn} ≤ ∞. Using the properties of I¯−1 and (5.28), it is easy to check that
TWn = I¯
−1(T¯n) =
∫ T¯n
0
β(ξ¯s)ds.
It follows that
I−1(t ∧ T¯n) = I−1(t) ∧ TWn =
∫ t
0
β(ξ¯s)ds ∧ TWn =
∫ t
0
β(ξ¯(s ∧ T¯n))ds ∧ TWn .
If we define ξ¯T¯nt = ξ¯(t∧T¯n), the above implies ξ¯T¯nt = W¯n
(∫ t
0
β(ξ¯T¯ns )
)
ds, and thus we may apply Theorems 1.1
and 1.3 in Chapter 6 of [19] to conclude that ξ¯T¯nt solves the martingale problem for
Gnf(y) = β(y)A¯nf(y), f ∈ B(Rd × Rd).
Here we recall again that the continuity of f assumed in Ch. 6 Theorem 1.3 of [19] is not needed in our jump
process setting. A bit of arithmetic shows
Gnf(y) = (ρ|Br| − ψr(y1 − y2))[E(f(y1 + U¯ , y2) + f(y1, y2 + U¯)− 2f(y))]1(|y1 − y2 ≥ 1/n)
+ ψr(y1 − y2)[E(f(U + Uy, U + Uy)− f(y))]1(|y1 − y2 ≥ 1/n)
+ ρ|Br| [E(f(y + (U¯ , U¯))− f(y))]1(y1 = y2).
If ξ = (ξ1, ξ2) is the two-particle dual process, as described in (1.5), the above is the generator of the Feller
pure jump process ξ(t ∧ Tn), where Tn = inf{t ≥ 0 : ξt ∈ Rn} and so ξTn(t) = ξ(t ∧ Tn) also solves the
martingale problem for Gn (f ∈ B(Rd ×Rd)). By well-posedness of this martingale problem ((Section 2 and
Thm. 4.1 of Chapter 4 of [19]) we concluded that ξTn and ξ¯T¯n are identical in law for all n ∈ N. Since Rn ↓ ∅
and ξ(Tn), ξ¯(T¯n) ∈ Rn when these times are finite, it follows that Tn, T¯n ↑ ∞ a.s. as n→∞ (in fact for large
n they will be infinite a.s.), and therefore ξ and ξ¯ are identical in law.
The following result is now an easy consequence of (5.24), Lemma 5.6 and the bound I¯−1(t) ≤ t for all
t ≥ 0.
Lemma 5.7. Assume ξx is the two-particle dual in Rd ×Rd, starting at x = (x1, x2). Then we may assume
there are random walks W i,xi (i = 0, 1, 2, x0 = 0) as in (5.23) such that
(5.29) sup
s≤t
|ξxs | ≤
[ 3∑
i=0
sup
s≤t
|W i,xis |
]
+ 2
√
2r.
6. Proof of Main Result
The proof of Theorem 1.2 proceeds by taking limits as N →∞ in Proposition 2.2 to derive the martingale
problem for the limiting super-Brownian motion. The main issue is the identification of the square function
of the limiting martingale part and the key here is the following result:
Proposition 6.1. For all A, T > 0, and φ ∈ C30 ,
(6.1) sup
XN0 (1)≤A
E
[
sup
0≤t≤T
∣∣∣〈MN (φ)〉t −
∫ t
0
ρ2|Br|2γeXNs (φ2)ds
∣∣∣]→ 0 as N →∞.
This will be proved in Section 7. In this section we will establish Theorem 1.2, assuming this result. If S
is a metric space, recall that a sequence of laws on D(R+, S) is C-tight iff it is tight and all limit laws are
continuous. C-tightness on D(R+, S)× C(R+, S) is then defined in the obvious manner. The first step is to
prove:
Lemma 6.2. If φ ∈ C30 (Rd), then {(XN(φ), 〈MN (φ)〉) : N ≥ 3} is C-tight in D(R+,R)× C(R+,R).
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Proof. Let φ ∈ C30 (Rd) and AN (t) =
∫ t
0
ρ2|Br|2γeXNs (φ2) ds. Then for 0 ≤ s < t ≤ T ,
E(|ANt −ANs |2) ≤ CE(sup
u≤T
XNu (1)
2)(t− s)2 ≤ C(T )(t− s)2,
by Corollary 3.2 and (1.18). Therefore, the collection of continuous increasing processes {AN : N ≥ 3} is
tight, and hence relatively compact, in C(R+,R) by Prohorov’s theorem. It then follows from Proposition 6.1
that the sequence of continuous (recall (2.6)) increasing processes {〈MN (φ)〉· : N ≥ 3} is relatively compact
in C(R+,R), and so also tight by Prohorov’s theorem again.
Next, recall DN (φ) from Proposition 2.2. Lemma 2.3 implies that DNt (φ) =
∫ t
0
dNs (φ)ds, where
|dNs (φ)| ≤ CφXNs (1) ∀s ≥ 0.
Therefore if 0 ≤ s < t ≤ T , then by the above and Corollary 3.2,
E((DNt (φ) −DNs (φ)2) ≤ C2φ
∫ t
s
∫ t
s
E(XNu (1)X
N
v (1))dvdu ≤ C(φ, T )(t− s)2.
This implies {DN (φ) : N ≥ 3} is tight in C(R+,R). Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 imply
(6.2) sup
s≤T
|∆MNs (φ)| = sup
s≤T
|∆XNs (φ)| → 0 a.s. as N →∞.
Using (6.2) and the C-tightness of {〈MN(φ)〉· : N ≥ 3}, established above, in Theorem VI.4.13 and Propo-
sition IV.3.26 of [20], we see that {MN(φ) : N ≥ 3} is C-tight in D(R+,R). C-tightness of {XN(φ)} now
follows from the above, our assumption on the initial conditions {XN0 } (i.e., (1.18)), and the semimartin-
gale decomposition in Proposition 2.2. Having obtained C-tightness of each component, the result is now
immediate.
Proposition 6.3. For d ≥ 2, under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2, the family
{P (XN ∈ ·) : N ≥ 3} is C-tight in D(R+,MF (Rd)).
Proof. By the Kurtz-Jakubowski theorem (e.g. see Proposition 3.1 in [6]) it suffices to show:
1. For each T, ε > 0 there is a compact set KT,ε ⊂ Rd such that
(6.3) lim sup
N→∞
P
(
sup
t≤T
XNt (K
c
T,ε) > ε
)
< ε.
2. For each T > 0,
(6.4) lim
H→∞
lim sup
N→∞
P
(
sup
t≤T
XNt (1) ≥ H
)
= 0.
3. For each φ ∈ C∞0 (Rd),
(6.5) {XN· (φ), N ≥ 3} is C-tight in D(R+,R).
The last (6.5) holds by Lemma 6.2, and (6.4) is immediate from Corollary 3.2. The compact containment
(6.3) is proved exactly as for the voter model in Lemma 3.3 of [6]. The argument there will now use the
semimartingale decomposition in Proposition 2.2, the convergence of the initial states from (1.18), Lemma 2.3,
and first moment bounds which are immediate from (3.4). This completes the proof.
We are ready to turn to the main result.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Proposition 6.3 it suffices to show that every weak subsequential limit is the super-
Brownian motion described in the Theorem. Fix φ ∈ C30 (Rd). By Lemma 6.2 and Skorokhod’s theorem, and
then taking a further subsequence, we may assume that we are on a probability space where
(6.6) (XNk , 〈MNk(φ)〉)→ (X,Aφ) a.s. in D(R+,MF (Rd))× C(R+,R).
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Since the limit is continuous a.s. one has in fact a.s. uniform convergence on compact time intervals. It also
follows from the above and Corollary 3.2 that
sup
t≤T
[|XNkt (1)−Xt(1)|+ |XNkt (φ) −Xt(φ)|+|XNkt (φ2)−Xt(φ2)|+ |XNkt (∆φ) −Xt(∆φ)|]
→ 0 a.s. and in L1 as k →∞ for all T > 0.(6.7)
This and Proposition 6.1 show that
(6.8) Aφt =
∫ t
0
ρ2|Br|2γeXs(φ2)ds for all t ≥ 0.
It follows from (6.6), (6.7), and Proposition 6.1 that
(6.9) sup
t≤T
|〈MNk(φ)〉t −Aφt | → 0 a.s. and in L1 as k →∞ for all T > 0,
Lemma 2.3, Corollary 3.2, and (6.7) imply
(6.10) sup
t≤T
∣∣∣DNkt (φ)−
∫ t
0
ρ|Br|σ¯2Xs(∆φ/2)ds
∣∣∣→ 0 as k →∞ a.s. and in L1 as k →∞.
Define an a.s. continuous process by Mt(φ) = Xt(φ) − X0(φ) −
∫ t
0
ρ|Br|σ¯2Xs(∆φ/2)ds. Then the above,
the convergence of the initial conditions in (1.18), and the semimartingale decomposition for XN (φ) in
Proposition 2.2 show that
(6.11) sup
t≤T
|MNkt (φ) −Mt(φ)| → 0 in L1 and a.s. as k →∞ for all T > 0.
SinceMNk(φ) is an (FXNkt )-martingale by Corollary 3.2, it follows from the above thatM(φ) is a continuous
martingale and a standard argument (e.g. see the proof of Theorem 3.5 in [6]) shows it is in fact an (FXt )-
martingale.
Recalling (1.12), (6.8), and the value of b in Theorem 1.2, it remains to identify the square function of
M(φ) as Aφ by showing
(6.12) Mt(φ)
2 −At(φ) is a local martingale.
For d ≥ 3 this is fairly easy, but we give a stopping argument to include the more delicate 2-dimensional
case. For J ∈ N define
TNJ = inf{t : |MNt (φ)| ≥ J}, TJ = inf{t : |Mt(φ)| ≥ J}.
The convergence in (6.11) readily shows that
(6.13) lim inf
k→∞
TNkJ ≥ TJ ∀J ∈ N a.s.
We claim that
(6.14) lim
k→∞
sup
t≤T
[
|MNk
t∧TNkJ
(φ) −Mt∧TJ (φ)|+ |〈MNk(φ)〉t∧TNkJ −A
φ
t∧TJ |
]
= 0 for all T > 0 a.s.
The reason there is an issue here is that we do not know whether or not limk T
Nk
J = TJ a.s. It follows from
(6.13) that for t ≤ TJ we have limk TNkJ ∧ t = t = TJ ∧ t (the convergence is uniform for t ≤ TJ ∧ T for any
fixed T ) and therefore by (6.11) and (6.9),
(6.15) lim
k→∞
sup
t≤TJ∧T
[
|MNk
t∧TNkJ
(φ) −Mt∧TJ (φ)|+ |〈MNk(φ)〉t∧TNkJ −A
φ
t∧TJ |
]
= 0 for all T > 0 a.s.
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A simple calculation using (6.13) shows that (sup ∅ := 0) with probability one for any T > 0,
lim sup
k→∞
sup
T
Nk
J ≤t≤T
[
|MNk
t∧TNkJ
(φ) −Mt∧TJ (φ)|+ |〈MNk(φ)〉t∧TNkJ −A
φ
t∧TJ |
]
(6.16)
= lim sup
k→∞
1(TNkJ ≤ T )
[
|MNk
T
Nk
J
(φ) −MTJ (φ)|+ |〈MNk(φ)〉TNkJ −A
φ
TJ
|
]
.
In view of the above and (6.15), to prove (6.14) it suffices to show that for T > 0 fixed,
(6.17) lim sup
k→∞
sup
TJ<t≤TNkJ ∧T
[
|MNkt (φ)−MTJ (φ)| + |〈MNk(φ)〉t −AφTJ |
]
= 0 a.s.
By (6.9) and (6.11) this would follow from
(6.18) lim sup
k→∞
sup
TJ<t≤TNkJ ∧T
[
|Mt(φ) −MTJ (φ)| + |Aφt −AφTJ |
]
= 0 a.s.
For this we will use the following lemma, whose proof is deferred to the end of this section.
Lemma 6.4. With probability one, for all 0 ≤ s < t, Mu(φ) =Ms(φ) for all u ∈ [s, t] implies that Aφt = Aφs .
By the Dubins-Schwarz theorem we may assume Mt(φ) = B(〈M(φ)〉t) for some Brownian motion, B, on
our probability space. We let TBJ and T
B
J+ denote the exit times of B from (−J, J) and [−J, J ], respectively.
On {lim supk TNkJ ∧ T ≤ TJ}, (6.18) follows from the a.s. continuity of M(φ) and Aφ. So assume ω is in
{lim supk TNkJ ∧ T > TJ} and also outside of a null set so that:
(i) (6.9) and (6.11) hold;
(ii) for all s < t, 〈M(φ)〉t = 〈M(φ)〉s implies Mu(φ) =Ms(φ) for all u ∈ [s, t];
(iii) the conclusion of Lemmas 2.1 and 6.4 hold;
(iv) TBJ = T
B
J+.
Use the conclusion of Lemma 2.1 and our choice of ω to see that
∀t ∈ [0, lim sup
k
TNkJ ∧ T ), |B(〈M(φ)〉t)| = |Mt(φ)| = lim
k
|MNkt (φ)| ≤ lim sup
k
J + C
logNk
Nk
= J.
We easily see that TBJ = 〈(M(φ)〉TJ , and so the above shows that |B(u)| ≤ J on
[TBJ , 〈M(φ)〉(lim supk TNkJ ∧ T )), so the fact that TBJ+ = TBJ (by our choice of ω) implies this interval must
be empty. We conclude that 〈M(φ)〉(lim supk TNkJ ∧ T ) = 〈(M(φ)〉(TJ ), which by our choice of ω implies
that Mu(φ) =MTJ (φ) for all u ∈ [TJ , lim supk TNkJ ∧ T ]. Lemma 6.4 (and again our choice of ω) shows that
this gives Aφu = A
φ
TJ
for all u ∈ [TJ , lim supk TNkJ ∧ T ]. We have proved (6.18), and hence completed the
derivation of (6.14).
Turning at last to (6.12), we see from Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 that
(6.19) sup
t
|MNk(φ)
T
Nk
J ∧t
| ≤ J + Cφ logNk
Nk
≤ C(J, φ) for all k.
This, together with the L1 convergence of 〈MNk(φ)〉t to Aφt from (6.9), implies that
{supt≤T |[MNk(φ)TNkJ ∧t]
2− 〈MNk(φ)〉
T
Nk
J ∧t
| : k ∈ N} is uniformly integrable. From (6.14) and the above we
can conclude that for each t ≥ 0,
Nk
T
Nk
J ∧t
:= (MNk(φ)
T
Nk
J ∧t
)2 − 〈MNk(φ)〉
T
Nk
J ∧t
→M(φ)2TJ∧t −AφTJ∧t in L1 and a.s.
As Nk
T
Nk
J ∧t
is a martingale (Corollary 3.2), this implies that Nt =M(φ)
2
TJ∧t −AφTJ∧t is a martingale for all
J which establishes (6.12) and so completes the proof.
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Proof of Lemma 6.4. By continuity it suffices to prove the result for a fixed pair of times 0 ≤ s < t. For
J, k, n ∈ N, define
UJ,kn = inf{u ≥ s : |(MNk(φ)(TNkJ ∧ u))2 − (MNk(φ)(TNkJ ∧ s))2| ≥ n−1} (inf ∅ =∞).
It follows from our jump bounds in (2.7) that
|∆(MNks (φ)2)| ≤ 2J‖φ‖∞C
logNk
Nk
for all s ≥ 0.
Recalling that MN (φ) is a square integrable martingale (from Corollary 3.2), we have by optional stopping,
E
(
〈MNk(φ)〉
Uk,Jn ∧TNkJ ∧t
− 〈MNk(φ)〉
T
Nk
J ∧s
)
(6.20)
= E
(
MNk(φ)(Uk,jn ∧ TNkJ ∧ t)2 −MNk(φ)(Uk,jn ∧ TNkJ ∧ s)2
)
≤ 1
n
+ 2J‖φ‖∞C logNk
Nk
.
Next use (6.13), and the convergence in (6.9) and (6.11), together with Fatou’s lemma, to see that
E
(
(Aφt −Aφs )1(TJ > t)1
(
sup
s≤u≤t
|Mu(φ)2 −Ms(φ)2| < 1
2n
))
≤ E
(
lim inf
k→∞
(〈MNk(φ)〉t − 〈MNk(φ)〉s)1(TNkJ > t)1( sup
s≤u≤t
|MNku (φ)2 −MNks (φ)2| <
1
n
)
)
≤ lim inf
k→∞
E
(
(〈MNk(φ)〉
t∧TNkJ ∧Uk,Jn
− 〈MNk(φ)〉
s∧TNkJ
)1(TNkJ > t)1( sup
s≤u≤t
|MNku (φ)2 −MNks (φ)2| <
1
n
)
)
≤ 1
n
,
where the last is by (6.20). Let J →∞ and then n→∞ to prove the result for s < t fixed, as required.
7. Analysis of the square function: Proof of Proposition 6.1
In this section we analyze the martingale square function 〈MN (φ)〉t for φ ∈ C30 (Rd), and in particular give
the Proof of Proposition 6.1. We recall from Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.4 that
〈MN (φ)〉t =
∫ t
0
mNs (φ)ds =
∫ t
0
(
m¯Ns (φ) + EN2.10(φ, s)
)
ds,
and that the integral of EN2.10(φ, s) is negligible for all d ≥ 2 on account of (2.10). We can thus focus on
m¯Ns (φ) defined in (2.9), which we write in the form
(7.1) m¯Ns (φ) = m¯
N,1
s (φ)− m¯N,2s (φ),
where
(7.2)
m¯N,1s (φ) = ρ
2N1+d/2|BNr |K2
∫
Rd
φ2(x)dx
∫
BNr (x)
wNs (z)dz,
m¯N,2s (φ) = ρ
2N1+d/2K2
∫
Rd
φ2(x)dx
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
wNs (z1)w
N
s (z2)dz1dz2.
Recall that K = K ′Nd/2−1 where K ′ = 1 if d ≥ 3 and K ′ = logN if d = 2, and define
(7.3) γ¯N (s) = K ′γe(Ns).
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Lemma 7.1. There is a constant C7.4 = C7.4(φ) > 0 such that for s ≥ 0,
(7.4) E(m¯N,1s (φ)) = ρ
2|Br|2K ′XN0 (φ2) + E7.4(φ, s)
where
|E7.4(φ, s)| ≤ C7.4K ′
( 1√
N
+
√
s
)
XN0 (1).
Proof. By a change of variables,∫
Rd
φ2(x)
∫
BNr (x)
wNs (z) dzdx =
∫
Rd
wNs (z)
∫
BNr (z)
φ2(x) dxdz
=
∫
Rd
wNs (z)
∫
BNr (z)
[φ2(z) + (φ2(x)− φ2(z))] dxdz
= |BNr |
∫
Rd
φ2(z)wNs (z) dz + ε
N
s ,
where we have set εNs =
∫
Rd
∫
BNr (x)
wNs (z)[φ
2(x) − φ2(z)]dxdz. For z ∈ BNr (x) and Cφ = 2‖φ‖∞‖φ‖Lip,
|φ2(x)− φ2(z)| ≤ Cφ2r/
√
N . Thus
|εNs | ≤ Cφ
2r√
N
∫
Rd
∫
BNr (x)
wNs (z)dxdz = Cφ
2r√
N
|BNr |wNs (1).
Returning to the definition of m¯N,1s (φ) we see that
(7.5) E(m¯N,1s (φ)) = ρ
2N1+d/2|BNr |K2
(
|BNr |E
(
wNs (φ
2)
)
+ E(εNs )
)
= ρ2|Br|2K ′E(XNs (φ2)) + E ,
with
(7.6) |E| = ρ2N1+d/2|BNr |K2E(|εNs |) ≤ Cφρ2|Br|2
2rK ′√
N
E(XNs (1)) =
CK ′√
N
XN0 (1)
by the martingale property of XNs (1) (Corollary 3.2).
Next, we bound the difference |E(XNs (φ2)) −XN0 (φ2)|. By the single particle duality equation (3.2) and
a change of variables,
E
(
XNs (φ
2)
)
=
∫
Rd
φ2(x)EN{x}(X
N
0 (η
N
s ))dx =
∫
Rd
φ2(x)EN{0}(X
N
0 (x + η
N
s ))dx
=
∫
Rd
EN{0}(φ
2(x′ − ηNs ))XN0 (x′)dx′ = XN0 (φ2) +
∫
Rd
EN{0}
[
φ2(x′ − ηNs )− φ2(x′)
]
XN0 (x
′)dx′.
Using the smoothness of φ and scaling, we see that Lemma 4.1(b) (it applies to the rate ρ|Br| walk η as
well) implies∫
Rd
EN{0}
[
|φ2(x′ − ηNs )− φ2(x′)|
]
XN0 (x
′)dx′ ≤ CφE{0}
( |ηNs|√
N
)
XN0 (1) ≤ CφC
√
sXN0 (1).
Combining this bound with (7.5) and (7.6) gives (7.4).
To handle m¯N,2s (φ) we apply the two-particle duality equation (3.3) and then split the resulting expression
into two pieces, obtaining
(7.7) E(m¯N,2s (φ)) = J
N,1
s (φ) + J
N,2
s (φ),
with
JN,1s (φ)
= ρ2N1+d/2K2
∫
Rd
φ2(x)
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
EN{z1,z2}
[
wN0 (ξ
N,1
s )1{τN ≤ s}
]
dz1dz2dx(7.8)
JN,2s (φ)
= ρ2N1+d/2K2
∫
Rd
φ2(x)
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
EN{z1,z2}
[
(wN0 (ξ
N,1
s ))w
N
0 (ξ
N,2
s )1{τN > s}
]
dz1dz2dx.(7.9)
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Lemma 7.2. There is a constant C7.10 = C7.10(φ) > 0 such that for s ≥ 0,
(7.10)
JN,1s (φ) = ρ
2|Br|2(K ′ − γ¯N(s))XN0 (φ2) + E7.10, where
|E7.10| ≤ C7.10K ′
( 1√
N
+
√
s
)
XN0 (1).
Proof. By translation invariance, changing of variables and order of integration, we see∫
Rd
∫
BNr (x)
∫
BNr (x)
φ2(x)EN{z1,z2}
[
wN0 (ξ
N,1
s )1{τN ≤ s}
]
dz1dz2dx
=
∫
Rd
∫
BNr
∫
BNr
φ2(x)EN{x+z′1,x+z′2}
[
wN0 (ξ
N,1
s )1{τN ≤ s}
]
dz′1dz
′
2dx
=
∫
BNr
∫
BNr
EN{z′1,z′2}
[ ∫
Rd
φ2(x)wN0 (x + ξ
N,1
s )1{τN ≤ s}dx
]
dz′1dz
′
2.
Changing variables again with x′ = x+ ξN,1s and adding and subtracting φ
2(x′), the right-side above equals∫
BNr
∫
BNr
EN{z′1,z′2}
[ ∫
Rd
φ2(x′ − ξN,1s )wN0 (x′)1{τN ≤ s}dx′
]
dz′1dz
′
2
=
∫
BNr
∫
BNr
∫
Rd
φ2(x′)wN0 (x
′)PN{z′1,z′2}(τ
N ≤ s} dx′dz′1dz′2
+
∫
BNr
∫
BNr
EN{z′1,z′2}
[ ∫
Rd
(
φ2(x′ − ξN,1s )− φ2(x′)
)
1{τN ≤ s}wN0 (x′)dx′
]
dz′1dz
′
2
= wN0 (φ
2)
∫
BNr
∫
BNr
PN{z′1,z′2}(τ
N ≤ s} dz′1dz′2 + εNs
= wN0 (φ
2)N−d
∫
Br
∫
Br
P{z1,z2}(τ ≤ Ns} dz1dz2 + εNs
= |Br|2N−dwN0 (φ2)(1− γe(Ns)) + εNs ,
where
|εNs | =
∣∣∣ ∫
BNr
∫
BNr
∫
Rd
EN{z′1,z′2}
[(
φ2(x′ − ξN,1s )− φ2(x′)
)
1{τN ≤ s}
]
wN0 (x
′) dx′dz′1dz
′
2
∣∣∣
≤ Cφ
∫
BNr
∫
BNr
∫
Rd
EN{z′1,z′2}
[
|ξN,1s |1{τN ≤ s}
]
wN0 (x
′)dx′dz′1dz
′
2
= Cφw
N
0 (1)
∫
BNr
∫
BNr
EN{z′1,z′2}(|ξ
N,1
s |1{τN ≤ s}) dz′1dz′2
= Cφw
N
0 (1)N
−d 1√
N
∫
Br
∫
Br
E{z1,z2}(|ξ1Ns|1{τ ≤ Ns}) dz1dz2.(7.11)
For fixed z1, z2 ∈ Br, letting z3 = 0, Lemma 5.7 implies that
E{z1,z2}(|ξ1Ns|) ≤ 2
√
2r +
3∑
i=1
E
[
sup
t≤Ns
|W i,zit |
]
≤ 2
√
2r + 3
(
r + E( sup
t≤Ns
|Y 0t |)
)
≤ Cr + C
√
Ns
using Lemma 4.1(b) for the last inequality. Plugging this bound into (7.11), we obtain
|εNs | ≤ C
( 1√
N
+
√
s
)
N−dwN0 (1).
Returning to JN,1s , we now have
JN,1s (φ) = ρ
2N1+
d
2K2
(
|Br|2N−dwN0 (φ2)(1− γe(Ns)) + εNs
)
= ρ2|Br|2K ′XN0 (φ2)(1− γe(Ns)) + E
= ρ2|Br|2XN0 (φ2)[K ′ − γ¯N(s)] + E ,
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where
|E| ≤ CN1+ d2K2|εNs | ≤ CN1+
d
2KN−d
( 1√
N
+
√
s
)
XN0 (1)
= CK ′
( 1√
N
+
√
s
)
XN0 (1),
which proves (7.10).
Using Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2 in (7.1) and (7.7), we arrive at the following:
Corollary 7.3. For s ≥ 0,
(7.12)
∣∣∣E(m¯Ns (φ))− ρ2|Br|2γ¯N (s)XN0 (φ2)∣∣∣ ≤ JN,2s (φ) + C7.12K ′( 1√
N
+
√
s
)
XN0 (1).
We turn now to the analysis of JN,2s (φ) ≤ ‖φ‖2∞JN,2s (1). Recall Y xt and Y˜ xt = Y x(I−1(t)) from Section
5, τ˜ from (5.2), and the process ξ˜xt = Y˜
x
t 1{τ˜ > t}, which by Lemma 5.1 has the same law as ξ1t − ξ2t under
P{z1,z2} when z1 − z2 = x. As in Lemma 5.3 we will write Y U¯t when the initial law of Yt is the law of U¯ .
Lemma 7.4. For s ≥ 0,
(7.13) JN,2s (1) = ρ
2|Br|2N1− d2
∫
Rd
XN0 (y)E
[
XN0
(
y − Y˜
U¯
Ns√
N
)
1{τ˜ > Ns}
]
dy.
Proof. By changing variables and orders of integration, and using the difference process ξ˜Ns = ξ
N,1
s − ξN,2s ,
we have
JN,2s (1) = ρ
2N1+d/2K2
∫
Rd
∫
BNr
∫
BNr
EN{z1,z2}
[
wN0 (x+ ξ
N,1
s )w
N
0 (x+ ξ
N,2
s )1{τN > s}
]
dz1dz2dx
= ρ2N1+d/2K2
∫
BNr
∫
BNr
∫
Rd
wN0 (y)E
N
{z1,z2}
[
wN0 (y − ξN,1s + ξN,2s )1{τN > s}
]
dydz1dz2
= ρ2N1+d/2K2
∫
Rd
wN0 (y)
∫
BNr
∫
BNr
EN{z1,z2}
(
wN0 (y − ξ˜Ns )1{τN > s}
)
dz1dz2dy
= ρ2N1−d/2K2
∫
Rd
wN0 (y)
∫
Br
∫
Br
E{z1,z2}
[
wN0
(
y − ξ˜Ns√
N
)
1{τ˜ > Ns}
]
dydz1dz2
= ρ2N1−d/2K2
∫
Rd
wN0 (y)
∫
Br
∫
Br
E
[
wN0
(
y − Y˜
z1−z2
Ns√
N
)
1{τ˜ > Ns}
]
dydz1dz2
which is (7.13).
Recall sN from (5.19) and define δN so that
(7.14) sN = (logN)
−q, δN = (logN)δsN = (logN)δ−q,
where δ ∈ (0, 12 ] and q > 4 are fixed constants.
Lemma 7.5. There is a constant C7.15 > 0 such that
(7.15) sup
s∈[sN ,2sN ]
JN,2s (1) ≤ C7.15
[ log logN
logN
XN0 (1)
+
N
1
2− d4
sN logN
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
XN0 (y1)X
N
0 (y2)1
{|y1 − y2| ≤√δN}dy1dy2].
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Proof. Let s ∈ [sN , 2sN ], let tN = Ns/4, and define
E1 = N1− d2
∫
Rd
XN0 (y)E
[
XN0
(
y − Y˜
U¯
Ns√
N
)
1
{ |Y˜ U¯Ns|√
N
>
√
δN , τ˜ > Ns
}]
dy
E2 = N1− d2
∫
Rd
XN0 (y)E
[
XN0
(
y − Y˜
U¯
Ns√
N
)
1
{
|Y˜ U¯tN | ≤ 2r,
|Y˜ U¯Ns|√
N
≤
√
δN , τ˜ > Ns
}]
dy
E3 = N1− d2
∫
Rd
XN0 (y)E
[
XN0
(
y − Y˜
U¯
Ns√
N
)
1
{
|Y˜ U¯tN | > 2r,
|Y˜ U¯Ns|√
N
≤
√
δN , τ˜ > Ns
}]
dy
To prove (7.15), by Lemma 7.4 it suffices to show that each Ei is uniformly bounded in s ∈ [sN , 2sN ] by
terms in the right side of (7.15).
Since I−1(Ns) ≤ Ns ≤ 2NsN , for k > 2/δ and N ≥ N0(q, r) large enough,
P
( |Y˜ U¯Ns|√
N
>
√
δN , τ > Ns
)
≤ P
(
sup
t≤2NsN
|Y U¯t | ≥
√
NδN
)
≤ P
(
sup
t≤2NsN
|Y 0t | ≥
√
NδN − 2r
)
≤ C (2NsN)
k
(
√
NδN − 2r)2k
≤ C(sN/δN )k ≤ C/(logN)2,
where we have used (4.5). With this bound and XN0 (·) ≤ K we obtain from the definition of E1 that
E1 ≤ N1− d2K C
(logN)2
∫
Rd
XN0 (y)dy ≤
C
logN
XN0 (1).
The above bound is then extended to all N ≥ 3 by increasing C.
Using XN0 (·) ≤ K again, we have
E2 ≤ N1−d2K
∫
Rd
XN0 (y)P
(
|Y˜ U¯Ns/4| ≤ 2r)dy = K ′XN0 (1)P
(
|Y˜ U¯Ns/4| ≤ 2r
)
.
It follows from Lemma 5.4, taking β = 1/3, that for N ≥ N0(q),
E2 ≤ C K
′
(Ns/4)1/3
XN0 (1) ≤ C
logN
(NsN/4)1/3
XN0 (1) ≤ C
(logN)1+q/3
N1/3
XN0 (1).
As before, the above bound is then valid for all N ≥ 3 by increasing C.
We split E3 into two parts, letting G(a, b) =
{|Y U¯I−1(u)| > 2r for all u ∈ [a, b]}. If we let GN = G(Ns/2, Ns)
then we can write E3 = E ′3 + E ′′3 , where
E ′3 = N1−
d
2
∫
Rd
XN0 (y)E
[
XN0
(
y − Y˜
U¯
Ns√
N
)
1GcN1
{
|Y˜ U¯tN | > 2r,
|Y˜ U¯Ns|√
N
≤
√
δN , τ˜(U¯) > Ns
}]
dy
E ′′3 = N1−
d
2
∫
Rd
XN0 (y)E
[
XN0
(
y − Y˜
U¯
Ns√
N
)
1GN1
{
|Y˜ U¯tN | > 2r,
|Y˜ U¯Ns|√
N
≤
√
δN , τ˜(U¯) > Ns
}]
dy
Applying the Markov property at time tN = Ns/4, and letting PY˜ U¯tN (ω)
denote the law of Y with Y0 = Y˜
U¯
tN (ω),
E ′3 ≤ KN1−
d
2
∫
R2
XN0 (y)P
({
|Y˜ U¯tN | > 2r, τ˜(U¯) > tN
}
∩GcN
)
dy
= K ′E
[
1
{
|Y˜ U¯tN | > 2r, τ˜(U¯) > tN
}
PY˜ U¯tN
(|Y (I−1(u))| ≤ 2r for some u ∈ [Ns/4, 3Ns/4])]XN0 (1)
≤ K ′P
(
τ˜ (U¯) > NsN/4
)
sup
|x|>2r
P (Y x(I−1(u))| ≤ 2r for some u ∈ [NsN/4, 3NsN/2]
)
XN0 (1)
≤ C log logN
logN
XN0 (1),
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where we have used Lemma 5.5, sN = (logN)
−q, and the fact that K ′P (τ(U¯ ) > NsN/4) is bounded in N
for d = 2 by Proposition 1.1, and at most one if d > 2.
Set t′N = 3Ns/4 and t
′′
N = t
′
N − tN = Ns/2. By the Markov property of Y˜ U¯ at time tN = Ns/4,
E ′′3 = N1−
d
2
∫
Rd
XN0 (y)E
[
1{|Y˜ U¯tN | > 2r, τ˜(U¯) > tN}(7.16)
× EY˜ U¯tN
(
XN0
(
y − Y˜t
′
N√
N
)
1
{ |Y˜t′N |√
N
≤
√
δN
}
1
{
G(tN , t
′
N ) ∩ {τ˜ > t′N
})]
dy.
On the event G(tN , t
′
N ) ∩ {τ˜ > t′N}, for all u ∈ [tN , t′N ],
I−1(u) = I−1(tN ) +
∫ u
tN
[
1− ψr(Y˜s)
ρ|Br|
]
ds = I−1(tN ) + u− tN .
Using the above and Lemma 5.1, we see that on the above event and for u as above, under PY˜ U¯tN
,
(7.17) Y˜ (u)− Y˜ (tN ) = Y (I−1(tN ) + (u − tN ))− Y (I−1(tN )) := Yˆ 0(u− tN ).
Set F˜s = FYI−1(s), where we recall that FYt is the right-continuous filtration generated by the random walk
Y . Then I−1(s) is an (FYt )-stopping time. By the strong Markov property of Y , Yˆ 0 is a copy of Y starting
at 0 and is independent of F˜tN . Since Y˜tN is F˜tN -measurable, we may conclude from (7.17) and (7.16) that
E ′′3 ≤ N1−
d
2
∫
R2
XN0 (y)E
[
1{|Y˜ U¯tN | > 2r, τ˜(U¯) > tN}
× EY˜ U¯tN
(
XN0
(
y −
( Y˜tN + Yˆ 0t′′N√
t′′N
)√ t′′N
N
)
1
{∣∣∣ Y˜tN + Yˆ 0t′′N√
t′′N
∣∣∣
√
t′′N
N
≤
√
δN
})]
dy
≤ N1−d2
∫
R2
XN0 (y)E
[
1{τ˜(U¯) > tN ), |Y˜ U¯tN | > 2r}
]
× sup
x
E
[
XN0
(
y −
Yˆ xt′′N√
t′′N
√
t′′N
N
)
1
{∣∣∣ Yˆ xt′′N√
t′′N
∣∣∣
√
t′′N
N
≤
√
δN
}]
dy,(7.18)
where we have set Yˆ x = x + Yˆ 0. By (4.3), applied to f(z) = XN0
(
y − z
√
t′′N
N
)
1{|z| t′′NN ≤
√
δN}, we have,
uniformly in x,
E
[
XN0
(
y −
Yˆ xt′′N√
t′′N
)√ t′′N
N
)
1
{∣∣∣ Yˆ xt′′N√
t′′N
∣∣∣
√
t′′N
N
≤
√
δN
}]
≤ e−2ρ|Br|t′′NK + C
∫
Rd
XN0 (y − z
√
t′′N
N
)1
{
|z|
√
t′′N
N
≤
√
δN
}
dz
≤ e−ρ|Br|NsNK + C
(N
t′′N
)d/2 ∫
Rd
XN0 (y − x′)1{|x′| ≤
√
δN}dx′
≤ C
logN
+
C
s
d/2
N
∫
Rd
XN0 (y − x′)1{|x′| ≤
√
δN}dx′.
Use this and the fact that P (τ˜(U¯) > tN ) ≤ CK′ (from Proposition 1.1 if d = 2) in (7.18), to see that
E ′′3 ≤ C(sNN)1−
d
2P (τ˜ (U¯) > tN )
[XN0 (1)
logN
+
1
sN
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
XN0 (y)X
N
0 (y − x′)1{|x′| ≤
√
δN}dx′dy
]
≤ C
[XN0 (1)
(logN)
+
(sNN)
1− d2
sNK ′
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
XN0 (y1)X
N
0 (y2)1{|y1 − y2| ≤
√
δNdy1dy2
]
≤ C
[XN0 (1)
(logN)
+
N
1
2− d4
sN logN
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
XN0 (y1)X
N
0 (y2)1{|y1 − y2| ≤
√
δNdy1dy2
]
,
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where the last line is very crude if d ≥ 3, and is an equality if d = 2. Combining the bounds for E1, E2, E ′3, E ′′3 ,
we establish (7.15).
Corollary 7.3, Lemma 7.5, and q > 4 imply the following:
Lemma 7.6. There is a constant C7.19 = C7.19(φ) such that
(7.19) sup
s∈[sN ,2sN ]
∣∣∣E(m¯Ns (φ)) − ρ2|Br|2γ¯N (s)XN0 (φ2)∣∣∣ ≤ C7.19[ log logNlogN XN0 (1)
+
N
1
2− d4
sN logN
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
XN0 (y1)X
N
0 (y2)1
{|y1 − y2| ≤√δN}dy1dy2].
Remark 7.7. To identify the square function of MN (φ) we will need to use the above and the Markov
property to bound ∣∣∣E(m¯Ns (φ) | FNs−sN )− ρ2|Br|2γ¯N(sN )XNs−sN (φ2)∣∣∣.
This means we will need to bound the expected value of the last term in (7.19) with XNs−sN replacing X
N
0 .
For d ≥ 3 we only need to bound the resulting double integral on the right-hand side of (7.19) by XNs−sN (1)2,
but for d = 2 we require the following additional result.
Lemma 7.8. Assume d = 2. For T > 0 there exists C7.20(T ) > 0 such that for δN ≤ s ≤ T ,
(7.20)
E
[ ∫
R2
∫
R2
1
{|y1 − y2| ≤√δN}XNs (y1)XNs (y2)dy1dy2]
≤ C7.20(T )
(δN
s
XN0 (1)
2 + δN log(1/δN)X
N
0 (1)
)
.
Proof. By the duality equation (3.3) and then a change of variables,
E
[ ∫
R2
∫
R2
1
{|y1 − y2| ≤√δN}XNs (y1)XNs (y2)dy1dy2]
= (logN)
∫
R2
∫
R2
1
{|y1 − y2| ≤√δN}EN{y1,y2}[XN0 (ξN,1s )1{τN ≤ s}]dy1dy2
+
∫
R2
∫
R2
1
{|y1 − y2| ≤√δN}EN{y1,y2}[XN0 (ξN,1s )XN0 (ξN,2s )1{τN > s}]dy1dy2
= E1 + E2.
Here
E1 = (logN)
∫
R2
∫
R2
1
{|y1 − y2| ≤√δN}EN{y1,y2}[XN0 (ξN,1s )1{τN ≤ s}]dy1dy2
= (logN)
∫
R2
∫
R2
1
{|y1 − y2| ≤√δN}EN{y1−y2,0}[XN0 (y2 + ξN,1s )1{τN ≤ s}]dy2dy1
= (logN)
∫
R2
∫
R2
1
{|y| ≤√δN}EN{y,0}[XN0 (y2 + ξN,1s )1{τN ≤ s}]dy2dy,
and
E2 =
∫
R2
∫
R2
1
{|y| ≤√δN}EN{y,0}[XN0 (y2 + ξN,1s )XN0 (y2 + ξN,2s )1{τN > s)}]dy2dy.
First, integrating y2 out in E1 yields
E1 ≤ (logN)XN0 (1)
∫
R2
1
{|y| ≤√δN}PN{y,0}(τN ≤ s)dy
= (logN)XN0 (1)
∫
R2
1
{|y| ≤√δN}P{y√N,0}(τ ≤ Ns)dy.
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By Lemma 5.1, switching to ξ˜y
√
N , and using I−1(u) ≤ u,
P{y√N,0}(τ ≤ Ns) = P (ξ˜y
√
N
Ns = 0) ≤ P ( infu≤Ns |Y˜
y
√
N
u | ≤ 3r)
≤ P ( inf
u≤Ns
|Y y
√
N
u | ≤ 3r) = Py√N (t3r ≤ Ns).
By Lemma 4.5, which is applicable because T ≥ s ≥ δN and we consider only |y| ≤
√
δN , the last probability
above is bounded by C log 1/|y|logN (C = C(T )). It follows that
E1 ≤ CXN0 (1)
∫
R2
1
{|y| ≤√δN} log(1/|y|)dy
= CXN0 (1)
∫ √δN
0
u log(1/u)du
≤ CXN0 (1)δN log(1/δN).
By definition,
E2 =
∫
R2
∫
R2
1
{|y| ≤√δN}E{y√N,0}[XN0 (y2 + ξ1sN√N
)
XN0
(
y2 +
ξ2sN√
N
)
1
{
τ > Ns)
}]
dy2dy
= E ′2 + E ′′2 ,
where, with GN = {|ξ1u − ξ2u| ≥ 3r for all u ≤ Ns},
E ′2 =
∫
R2
∫
R2
1
{|y| ≤√δN}E{y√N,0}[XN0 (y2 + ξ1sN√N
)
XN0
(
y2 +
ξ2sN√
N
)
1GN1
{
τ > Ns)
}]
dy2dy,
E ′′2 =
∫
R2
∫
R2
1
{|y| ≤√δN}E{y√N,0}[XN0 (y2 + ξ1sN√N
)
XN0
(
y2 +
ξ2sN√
N
)
1GcN1
{
τ > Ns)
}]
dy2dy.
We use the representation of ξ = (ξ1, ξ2) in Lemma 5.6 and the fact that on GN ∩{τ > Ns}, ξsN =WsN .
Then, dropping the indicator of GN ∩ {τ > Ns}, we see that
E ′2 ≤
∫
R2
∫
R2
1
{|y| ≤√δN}E[XN0 (y2 + W y
√
N
sN√
N
)
XN0
(
y2 +
W 0sN√
N
)]
dy2dy
=
∫
R2
∫
R2
1
{|y| ≤√δN}E[XN0 (y2 + W y
√
N
sN√
N
)]
E
[
XN0
(
y2 +
W 0sN√
N
)]
dy2dy,
the last equality by independence of the walks W y
√
N ,W 0. By the density bound (4.3) applied to f(z) =
XN0 (y2 + z
√
s), and s ≥ sN , for all y2,
E
[
XN0
(
y2 +
W 0Ns√
N
)]
= E
[
f
(W 0Ns√
Ns
)]
≤ e−2ρ|Br|Ns logN + C
∫
R2
XN0 (y2 − z
√
s)dz
≤ C
logN
+
C
s
∫
R2
XN0 (y2 − z′)dz′ =
C
logN
+
C
s
XN0 (1).
With this bound, integrating out y2 first and then y, it follows that
E ′2 ≤ C
( 1
logN
+
1
s
XN0 (1)
) ∫
R2
∫
R2
1
{|y| ≤√δN}E[XN0 (y2 + W y
√
N
Ns√
N
)
]
dy2dy
= C
( 1
logN
+
1
s
XN0 (1)
)
XN0 (1)|B√δN | ≤ C
[ 1
logN
+
1
s
XN0 (1)
]
XN0 (1)δN .
Using XN0 (·) ≤ K ′ = logN and integrating out y2 gives
E ′′2 ≤ (logN)XN0 (1)
∫
R2
1
{|y| ≤√δN}P{y√N,0}(GcN ∩ {τ > Ns)})dy.
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By the representation of ξ = (ξ1, ξ2) given in Lemma 5.6, for any y,
P{y√N,0}
(
GcN ∩
{
τ > Ns)
}) ≤ P (|W y√Nu −W 0u )| ≤ 3r for some u ≤ Ns).
Using Lemma 4.5 again, for δN ≤ s ≤ T , we have
E ′′2 ≤ (logN)XN0 (1)
∫
R2
1
{|y| ≤√δN}P(|Y y√Nu | ≤ 3r for some u ≤ Ns)dy
≤ C(T )XN0 (1)
∫
R2
1
{|y| ≤√δN} log(1/|y|)dy
≤ C(T )XN0 (1)δN log(1/δN).
Combining the bounds on E1, E ′2, E ′′3 gives (7.20).
We are almost ready for the proof of Proposition 6.1. The proof is lengthy, so we separate out one of its
key steps in the following lemma. For s ≥ sN define
[s]N = (j − 1)sN if s ∈ [jsN , (j + 1)sN ), j ≥ 1.
For T > 0 define jT = jT (N) ∈ N by
(jT − 1)sN ≤ T < jT sN .
Lemma 7.9. Assume φ ∈ C30 (Rd) and T > 0. There exists εN7.9 = εN7.9(φ, T )→ 0 as N →∞ such that
(7.21) E
[
sup
sN≤t≤T
∣∣∣ ∫ t
sN
(
m¯Ns (φ) − E(m¯Ns (φ) | FN[s]N )
)
ds
∣∣∣2] ≤ εN7.9(XN0 (1)2 + 1)
Proof. Define
∆Nj =
∫ jsN
(j−1)sN
(
m¯Ns (φ)− E(m¯Ns (φ) | FN[s]N )
)
ds, j ≥ 2.
Then ∫ jsN
sN
(m¯Ns (φ) − E(m¯Ns (φ) | FN[s]N )ds =
j∑
i=2
∆Ni = Q
N,o
j +Q
N,e
j
where
QN,oj =
j∑
i=2
∆Ni 1{i is odd} and QN,ej =
j∑
i=2
∆Ni 1{i is even}.
Noting that FN[s]N = FN(2i−1)sN for all s ∈ [2isN , (2i+ 1)sN ), we see that for i ≥ 1,
(7.22)
E(∆N2i+1 | FN(2i−1)sN ) =
∫ (2i+1)sN
2isN
E
[(
m¯Ns (φ) − E(m¯Ns (φ) | FN[s]N )
) | FN(2i−1)sN ]ds
=
∫ (2i+1)sN
2isN
(
E(m¯Ns (φ) | FN(2i−1)sN )− E(m¯Ns (φ) | FN(2i−1)sN )
)
ds
= 0,
which shows that (QN,o2j−1, j ≥ 2) is an (FN(2j−1)sN ) martingale. Similarly, (Q
N,e
2j , j ≥ 1) is an (FN2jsN ) martin-
gale. Using Doob’s L2 inequality, we have
(7.23)
E
[
sup
2≤j≤jT
∣∣∣ ∫ jsN
sN
(
m¯Ns (φ)− E(m¯Ns (φ) | FN[s]N )
)
ds
∣∣∣2]
= E
[
sup
2≤j≤jT
∣∣∣QN,oj 1{j odd} +QN,ej 1{j even}∣∣∣2]
≤ 2E
[
sup
2≤j≤jT ,j odd
(QN,oj )
2 + sup
2≤j≤JT ,j even
(QN,ej )
2
]
≤ CE
[
(QN,ojT )
2 + (QN,ejT )
2
]
.
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Now if jT = 2k − 1, then by (7.22),
E
[
(QN,ojT )
2
]
=
k∑
i=2
E
[(
∆N2i−1
)2]
≤
jT∑
i=2
E
[(
∆Ni
)2]
≤ 2
jT∑
i=2
E
[(∫ isN
(i−1)sN
m¯Ns (φ)ds
)2]
+ 2
jT∑
i=2
E
[(∫ isN
(i−1)sN
E(m¯Ns (φ) | FN(i−1)sN )ds
)2]
,(7.24)
which also holds if jT is even. Define X¯
N
T (1) = supt≤T X
N
t (1). By Lemma 2.4(a), (3.5) and (3.10) we have
(7.25)
jT∑
i=2
E
[(∫ isN
(i−1)sN
m¯Ns (φ)ds
)2]
≤
jT∑
i=2
E
[( ∫ isN
(i−1)sN
Cφ(logN)X
N
s (1)ds
)2]
≤ Cφ(logN)2
jT∑
i=2
s2NE
[
X¯NT+1(1)
2
]
≤ C(φ, T )(XN0 (1)2 + 1)(jT sN )sN (logN)2
≤ C(φ, T )(XN0 (1)2 + 1)(logN)2−q.
This and (7.24) imply E
[(
QN,ojT
)2] ≤ C(φ, T )(XN0 (1)2 + 1)(logN)2−q, and it is clear this bound also holds
for E
[(
QN,ejT
)2]
. Plugging into (7.23) we obtain
(7.26) E
[
sup
2≤j≤jT
∣∣∣ ∫ jsN
sN
(
m¯Ns (φ) − E(m¯Ns (φ) | FN[s]N )
)
ds
∣∣∣2] ≤ C(φ, T )(XN0 (1)2 + 1)(logN)2−q.
Now if (i− 1)sN ≤ t ≤ isN , then
( ∫ t
sN
(
m¯Ns (φ) − E(m¯Ns (φ) | FN[s]N )
)
ds
)2
≤
(∣∣∣ ∫ (i−1)sN
sN
(
m¯Ns (φ)− E(m¯Ns (φ) | FN[s]N )
)
ds
∣∣∣+ ∫ isN
(i−1)sN
(
m¯Ns (φ) + E(m¯
N
s (φ) | FN[s]N )
)
ds
)2
≤ 2
(∫ (i−1)sN
sN
(
m¯Ns (φ) − E(m¯Ns (φ) | FN[s]N )
)
ds
)2
+ 2
(
2Cφ(logN)sN X¯
N
T+1(1)
)2
≤ 2 sup
2≤j≤jT
(∫ jsN
sN
(
m¯Ns (φ)− E(m¯Ns (φ) | FN[s]N )
)
ds
)2
+ Cφ(logN)
2−2qX¯NT+1(1)
2,
where we have used Lemma 2.4(a), (3.5), and the martingale property of XNs (1) (Corollary 3.2). Thus from
the above, (7.26), and Corollary 3.2, the left side of (7.21) is bounded above by
(7.27) 2E
[
sup
2≤j≤jT
(∫ jsN
sN
(
m¯Ns (φ)− E(m¯Ns (φ) | FN[s]N )
)
ds
)2]
+ Cφ(logN)
2−2qE
[
X¯NT+1(1)
2
]
≤ C(φ, T )(XN0 (1)2 + 1)(logN)2−q.
Define γ˜N(s) = γ¯N (s − [s]N ) = K ′γe(N(s − [s]N )). Note that for s ≥ sN , s − [s]N ≥ sN , and so by
Proposition 1.1,
(7.28) γ˜N(s)→ γe uniformly in s ≥ sN as N →∞,
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and there is a constant Cγ > 0 such that
(7.29) sup
N≥3,s≥sN
γ˜N(s) ≤ Cγ .
Proof of Proposition 6.1. It follows from Proposition 2.2, Lemma 2.4, and Corollary 3.2 that
E
[
sup
0≤t≤T
∣∣∣〈MN (φ)〉t −
∫ t
0
m¯Ns (φ)ds
∣∣∣] ≤ C logN√
N
∫ T
0
E(XNs (1))ds = CT
logN√
N
XN0 (1),
and so to prove (6.1) it suffices to show
(7.30) sup
XN0 (1)≤A
E
[
sup
0≤t≤T
∣∣∣ ∫ t
0
(
m¯Ns (φ) − ρ2|Br|2γeXNs (φ2)
)
ds
∣∣∣]→ 0 as N →∞.
Furthermore, by Lemma 2.4(a), Proposition 3.1(a) and Corollary 3.2,
(7.31) E
(
m¯Ns (φ) + ρ
2|Br|2γeXNs (φ2)
)
≤ E(CK ′XNs (1)) = CK ′XN0 (1),
and therefore
E
[∫ 3δN
0
(m¯Ns (φ) + ρ
2|Br|2γeXNs (φ2))ds
]
≤ CK ′δNXN0 (1) ≤ C(logN)1+δ−qXN0 (1).
So by our choice of δ, q (recall (7.14)), we need only integrate over [3δN , T ] in (7.30).
Let us write
(7.32) E
[
sup
3δN≤t≤T
∣∣∣ ∫ t
3δN
(m¯Nt (φ) − ρ2|Br|2γeXNs (φ2))ds
∣∣∣] ≤ E1 + E2 + E3 + E4,
where
E1 = E
[
sup
3δN≤t≤T
∣∣∣ ∫ t
3δN
(m¯Ns (φ)− E(m¯Ns (φ) | F[s]N ]))ds
∣∣∣],
E2 = E
[ ∫ T
3δN
∣∣∣E(m¯Ns (φ) | F[s]N )− ρ2|Br|2γ˜N(s)XN[s]N (φ2)
∣∣∣ds],
E3 = ρ2|Br|2E
[ ∫ T
3δN
γ˜N(s)
∣∣XN[s]N (φ2)−XNs (φ2)∣∣ds],
E4 = ρ2|Br|2E
[ ∫ T
3δN
|γ˜N(s)− γe|XNs (φ2)ds
]
.
By Lemma 7.9,
(7.33) E21 ≤ εN7.9(XN0 (1)2 + 1).
The error term E4 is simple:
(7.34) E4 ≤ C sup
s≥3δN
|γ˜N (s)− γe|ρ2|Br|2
∫ T
3δN
E(XNs (1))ds ≤ CT sup
s≥3δN
|γ˜N(s)− γe|XN0 (1)→ 0 as N →∞,
by (7.28) and s ≥ 3δN ≥ sN .
We now consider E3. Let jT be as defined before Lemma 7.9, and let j0 ∈ N be defined by
(j0 − 1)sN ≤ 3δN < j0sN .
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By the martingale decomposition in Proposition 2.2 and then Cauchy-Schwarz,
E(|XNs (φ2)−XN[s]N (φ2)|) ≤ E(|DNs (φ2))−DN[s]N (φ2)|) + E(|MNs (φ2)−MN[s]N (φ2)|)
≤
∫ s
[s]N
E(|dNu (φ2)|)du +
[
E
(〈MN (φ2)〉s − 〈MN (φ2)〉[s]N )]1/2.(7.35)
By Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 3.2,∫ s
[s]N
E(|dNu (φ2)|)du ≤ Cφ
∫ s
[s]N
XN0 (1)du ≤ Cφ2sNXN0 (1).
By Proposition 2.2, Lemma 2.4 and (7.31),
E
(〈MN (φ2)〉s − 〈MN (φ2)〉[s]N ) = E[EXN[s]N
( ∫ s−[s]N
0
mNu (φ
2)du
)]
≤ Cφ(logN)
∫ 2sN
0
E
(
XNu (1)
)
du
= Cφ(logN)sNX
N
0 (1).
Plugging these bounds into (7.35), and using (7.29) and (7.14), we obtain
(7.36) E3 ≤ CT
(
(logN)−qXN0 (1) + (logN)
1−q
2 XN0 (1)
1
2
)
Turning to E2, first use the Markov property and Lemma 7.6, and then Corollary 3.2, to conclude that
E2 ≤ E
[ ∫ T
3δN
C
[ log logN
logN
XN[s]N (1)
+
N
1
2− d4
sN logN
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
1{|y1 − y2| ≤
√
δN}XN[s]N (y1)XN[s]N (y2)dy1dy2
]
ds
]
≤ CT log logN
logN
XN0 (1)
+
CN
1
2− d4
sN logN
∫ T
3δN
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
1{|y1 − y2| ≤
√
δN}E
(
XN[s]N (y1)X
N
[s]N
(y2)
)
dy1dy2ds.(7.37)
If d ≥ 3, use Corollary 3.2 to bound the last term by
(7.38)
CTN
1
2− d4
sN logN
(X0(1) +X
N
0 (1)
2).
If d = 2, then by Lemma 7.8,∫ T
3δN
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
1{|y1 − y2| ≤
√
δN}E
(
XN[s]N (y1)X
N
[s]N
(y2)
)
dy1dy2ds
≤ CT
∫ T
3δN
[ δN
[s]N
XN0 (1)
2 + δN log(1/δN)X
N
0 (1)
]
ds
≤ CT δNXN0 (1)2
∫ T
δN
1
u
du+ CTTδN log(1/δN)X
N
0 (1)
= CT δN log(T/δN)(X
N
0 (1)
2 +XN0 (1)).
Now insert the above or (7.38) into (7.37) to arrive at
E2 ≤ CT log logN
logN
XN0 (1) + CT
δN log(1/δN ) +N
1
2− d4
sN logN
(XN0 (1)
2 + 1)
≤ CT log logN
logN
XN0 (1) + CT
(logN)δ log logN
logN
(XN0 (1)
2 + 1),(7.39)
where the last inequality is rather crude if d ≥ 3. The required result now follows from (7.32), (7.33), (7.34),
(7.36) and (7.39)
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8. Appendix: Proof of Proposition 1.1
From the discussion following the statement of Proposition 1.1 we may assume d = 2 throughout. Recall
the definitions and time change construction from Section 5 (especially Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2), using the rate
2ρ|Br| random walk Yt, the difference process ξ˜xt , and absorption time τ˜ = κ. By Lemma 5.2, if x = x1− x2,
(8.1) Px(τ˜ > t) = Px(κ > t) = Ex
[
exp(−
∫ I−1(t)
0
k(Ys)ds
)]
.
Thus, to prove (1.16) in Proposition 1.1 we need to show existence and positivity of
(8.2) lim
t→∞
(log t)Ex
[
exp
(
−
∫ I−1(t)
0
k(Ys)ds
)]
, x 6= 0.
As the exact form of the killing rate k(x) will not be important in our arguments, we will replace it with a
general radial function φ : R2 → [0,∞] satisfying
φ(x) <∞ for x 6= 0, φ(x) is ↓ in |x| and φ(x) = 0 for |x| > 2r,
where ↓ in |x| means non-increasing in |x|, and similarly for ↑. We assume throughout that φ has these
properties. Recall the stopping times tA and TA from (4.7).
Proposition 8.1. Let Y0 = x ∈ R2, |x| > 2r, or Y0 = U¯ . If there is a constant cφ(Y0) > 0 such that the
limit
(8.3) cφ(Y0) = lim
A→∞
log(A2)EY0
[
exp
(
−
∫ TA
0
φ(Ys)dx
)]
exists, then
(8.4) lim
t→∞
(log t)EY0
[
exp
(
−
∫ I−1(t)
0
φ(Ys)ds
)]
= cφ(Y0).
Proof. Suppose (8.3) holds. We first prove that this implies
(8.5) lim
t→∞(log t)EY0
[
exp
(
−
∫ t
0
φ(Ys)ds
)]
= cφ(Y0).
If we let ΓA be the event {A2/ logA ≤ TA ≤ A2 logA}, then by Lemma 4.4, for A > (2|Y0|) ∨ 2, PY0(ΓcA) ≤
C/(logA)2. Thus
EY0
[
exp
(
−
∫ TA
0
φ(Ys)ds
)]
≤ EY0
[
1ΓA exp
(
−
∫ TA
0
φ(Ys)ds
)]
+ PY0(Γ
c
A)
≤ EY0
[
exp
(
−
∫ A2/ logA
0
φ(Ys)ds
)]
+
C
(logA)2
.
It follows that
log
( A2
logA
)
EY0
[
exp
(
−
∫ A2/ logA
0
φ(Ys)ds
)]
≥ log
( A2
logA
)(
EY0
[
exp
(
−
∫ TA
0
φ(Ys)ds
)]
− C
(logA)2
)
→ cφ(Y0) as A→∞.
This proves
(8.6) lim inf
t→∞
(log t)EY0
[
exp
(
−
∫ t
0
φ(Ys)dx
)]
≥ cφ(Y0).
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Similarly,
EY0
[
exp
(
−
∫ TA
0
φ(Ys)ds
)]
≥ EY0
[
1ΓA exp
(
−
∫ TA
0
φ(Ys)ds
)]
≥ EY0
[
exp
(
−
∫ A2 logA
0
φ(Ys)ds
)]
− PY0(ΓcA).
It follows that
(8.7)
log
(
A2 logA
)
EY0
[
exp
(
−
∫ A2 logA
0
φ(Ys)ds
)]
≤ log
(
A2 logA
)(
EY0
[
exp
(
−
∫ TA
0
φ(Ys)ds
)]
+
C
(logA)2
)
→ cφ(Y0) as A→∞.
Along with (8.6), this proves (8.5).
We can now prove (8.4). By (8.1), (8.5) and I−1(t) ≤ t,
lim inf
t→∞
(log t)Ex
[
exp
(
−
∫ I−1(t)
0
φ(Ys)ds
)]
≥ lim
t→∞
(log t)EY0
[
exp
(
−
∫ t
0
φ(Ys)ds
)]
= cφ(Y0).
On the other hand, by Lemma 5.3, taking α = 1/2,
(log t)Ex
[
exp
(
−
∫ I−1(t)
0
φ(Ys)ds
)]
≤ (log t)EY0
[
1{I−1(t) ≥ t− t1/2} exp
(
−
∫ I−1(t)
0
φ(Ys)ds
)]
+ PY0(I
−1(t) < t− t1/2)
≤ (log t)EY0
[
exp
(
−
∫ t−√t
0
φ(Ys)ds
)]
+ (log t)C5.3
log(1 + t)√
t
→ cφ(Y0) as t→∞
by (8.5). Along with the previous lim inf bound this proves (8.4).
To prove (8.3) we first establish a number of properties of
(8.8) Φ(x,A) = Ex
[
exp
(
−
∫ TA
0
φ(Ys)ds
)]
.
It is elementary that 0 ≤ Φ(x,A) ≤ 1 and that by recurrence, Φ(x,A)→ 0 as A→∞. The next two results
will show that Φ(x,A) is increasing in |x|.
Lemma 8.2. Let N ∈ N. If 0 = s0 < s1 < · · · < sN and f : RN+1 → R is bounded and ↑ in each coordinate
then
(8.9) y 7→ Ey[f(|Ys0 |, . . . , |YsN |)] is ↑ in |y|.
Proof. Let U,U1, U2, . . . be iid rv’s uniform on Br, and let Sm = U1 + · · · + Um. The first step is to prove
that if N = 1 then for m = 1, 2 . . . ,
(8.10) E[f(|y|, |y + Sm|)] is increasing in |y|.
Let u ≥ 0, and define
(8.11) hu(y) = P (|y + U | ≤ u) = |Br ∩Bu(−y)||Br| =
|Br ∩Bu(y)|
|Br| .
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It is easy to see that hu(y) is decreasing in |y|, so that |y+S1| is stochastically increasing in |y|, which proves
(8.10) for m = 1. Now suppose m = 2, and consider
P (|y + S2| ≤ u) = P (|y + S1 + U2| ≤ u) = E[hu(y + S1)].
Clearly hu(y) depends only on |y|, and having established it is decreasing in |y|, the m = 1 case of (8.10)
implies that E[hu(y+S2)] is decreasing in |y|, which shows |y+S2| is stochastically increasing in |y|, proving
(8.10) for m = 2. The general inductive step for (8.10) is similar.
Consider next, the N = 1 case of (8.9). With λ = 2ρ|Br|,
Ey0 [f(|Ys0 |, |Ys1 |)] =
∞∑
m=0
e−λs1
(λs1)
m
m!
E[f(|y0|, |y0 + S2m|)]
By (8.10), this shows Ey0 [f(|Ys0 |, |Ys1 |)] is increasing in |y0|, proving (8.9) for N = 1. Now suppose N > 1,
let (Y ′t ) under P
′ be an independent copy of (Yt), and define f˜ : RN → R by
(8.12) f˜(|y0|, |y1|, . . . , |yN−1|) = E′yN−1[f(|y0|, . . . , |yN−1|, |Y ′sN−sN−1 |)].
Then f˜ is increasing in |y0|, . . . , |yN−2| by definition, and is increasing in |yN−1| by the N = 1 case of (8.9)
just established. By the Markov property applied at time sN−1,
Ey0 [f(|Ys0 |, . . . , |YsN−1 |, |YsN |)] = Ey0
[
E′YsN−1 [f(|Ys0 |, . . . , |YsN−1 |, |Y
′
sN−sN−1 |)]
]
= Ey0 [f˜(|Ys0 |, . . . , |YsN−1 |)].
This provides the inductive step to complete the proof of (8.9) for general N .
Lemma 8.3. Let g : (0,∞)→ [0,∞) be continuous and ↓. Then for all A, t ∈ [0,∞],
(8.13) y 7→ Ey
[
exp
(
−
∫ TA∧t
0
g(|Ys|)ds
)]
is ↑ in |y|.
In particular, x→ Φ(x,A) is increasing in |x|.
Proof. By monotone convergence, we may assume A, t are finite and g is bounded. Let g(0) = lims↓0 g(s).
For N ∈ N let MN ∈ N and 0 = sN0 < sN1 < · · · < sNMN = t satisfy sNi+1 − sNi < 2−N for 0 ≤ i < MN , and
define
τN = min{sNi : |YsNi | > A} ∧ t.
By right-continuity of |Ys|, τN ↓ TA a.s. as N →∞. By continuity of g on [0,∞) and dominated convergence,
Ey
[
exp
(
−
∫ TA∧t
0
g(|Ys|)ds
)]
= lim
N→∞
Ey
[
exp
(
−
MN−1∑
i=1
1{sNi < τN}g(|YsNi |)(s
N
i+1 − sNi )
)]
= lim
N→∞
Ey
[MN−1∏
i=0
GNi (|YsN0 |, . . . , |YsNi |)
]
where
GNi (|YsN0 |, . . . , |YsNi |) = exp
(
− 1{sNi < τN}g(|YsNi |)(s
N
i+1 − sNi )
)
.
It is easy to check that GNi is increasing in each of its variables, and hence applying Lemma 8.2 to their
product, Ey
[∏MN−1
i=0 G
N
i (|Ys0 |, . . . , |Ysi |)
]
is increasing in |y|. The result (8.13) now follows from the above.
A consequence of the strong Markov property we will use repeatedly is
(8.14) Φ(x,A) = Px(TA < ta) + Ex
[
1{ta < TA}Φ(Yta , A)
]
if 2r < a < |x| < A.
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Lemma 8.4. There exists C8.15 = C8.15(r) > 1 such that for all k ≥ 2 and 0 < |x| ≤ k < A,
(8.15) Φ(x,A) ≤ C8.15
log k
log(A2)
.
Proof. By the monotonicity in Lemma 8.3, it suffices to prove (8.15) for x = xk = (k, 0). Assume additionally
k > 6r ∨ r−1 and A > r2. By (8.14), |Yt3r | ≤ 3r, and monotonicity, we have
(8.16)
Φ(xk, A) = Pxk(TA < t3r) + Exk
[
1{t3r < TA}Φ(Yt3r , A)
]
≤ Pxk(TA < t3r) + Pxk(t3r < TA)Φ((3r, 0), A).
Using the strong Markov property at time T4r, and noting |YT4r | ≤ 6r ≤ |xk| < A, we again have from
Lemma 8.3,
Φ((3r, 0), A) = E(3r,0)
[
exp
(
−
∫ T4r
0
φ(Ys)ds
)
Φ(YT4r , A)
]
≤ α(r)Φ(xk , A),
where we have set α(r) = Φ(x3r, 4r) < 1. Insert this into (8.16) and rearrange to conclude
(8.17) Φ(xk, A) ≤ Pxk(TA < t3r)
1− α(r) .
By Lemma 4.3, taking a = 3r,
(8.18) Pxk(TA < t3r) ≤
log(k/r)
log(A/r)
≤ log(k
2)
log(
√
A)
=
8 log k
log(A2)
where the second inequality uses k > 1/r and A > r2. In view of (8.17), letting C = 8/(1− α(r)), we now
have
(8.19) Φ(xk, A) ≤ C log k
log(A2)
for all k > 6r ∨ r−1 ∨ 2 and A > k ∨ r2. It is easy to see that C can be increased so that (8.19) will hold for
all k ≥ 2 and A > k, completing the proof of (8.15).
We will construct a coupling of the random walks Yt started at x
′ 6= x in order to obtain good bounds
on the difference Φ(x′, A) − Φ(x,A). We start in discrete time. Let {Ui} be iid r.v.’s which are uniformly
distributed over Br, and for x
′ ∈ Hr = {(x1, x2) : x1 > 0} define
Sx
′
n = x
′ +
n∑
i=1
Ui.
Let pi denote the reflection mapping pi(x1, x2) = (−x1, x2) and set x = pi(x′). We will use a reflection coupling
to define (Sxn : n ≥ 0). Let Hℓ = {(x1, x2) : x1 ≤ 0}, , and define
Nc = N
x,x′
c = min{n ≥ 1 : Sx
′
n ∈ Br(pi(Sx
′
n−1))}.
Lemma 8.5. Nc ≤ Nℓ := min{n ≥ 0 : Sx′n ∈ Hℓ} a.s., and so Sx
′
n ∈ Hr for all 0 ≤ n < Nc a.s.
Proof. Sx
′
Nℓ
∈ Hℓ and pi(Sx′Nℓ−1) ∈ Hℓ imply that
|Sx′Nℓ − pi(Sx
′
Nℓ−1)| ≤ |pi(Sx
′
Nℓ
)− pi(Sx′Nℓ−1)| = |Sx
′
Nℓ
− Sx′Nℓ−1| < r.
The result follows.
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We now define (Sxn)n≥0 by
(8.20) Sxn =
{
pi(Sx
′
n ) if n < Nc
Sx
′
n if n ≥ Nc.
Then Sx0 = x, and it follows from Lemma 8.5 that for n < Nc, S
x′
n is in Hr and so S
x′
n 6= Sxn, which implies
that
(8.21) Nc = min{n ≥ 0 : Sx
′
n = S
x
n}.
That is, Nc is the coupling time of (S
x
n) and (S
x′
n ). If we let FS
x′
n = σ(S
x′
m ,m ≤ n), then Nc is an (FS
x′
n )-
stopping time, and Sx is (FSx
′
n )-adapted. We next show that S
x
n is an (FS
x′
n )-random walk starting at x
with step distribution U1, as the notation suggests.
Lemma 8.6. For any Borel A ⊂ R2, P (Sxn+1 ∈ A | FS
x′
n )(ω) = P (S
x
n(ω) + Un+1 ∈ A) a.s.
Proof. This is obvious on {Nc ≤ n} (in FSx
′
n ) since then S
x
n and S
x
n+1 equal S
x′
n and S
x′
n+1, respectively.
Suppose now that Nc > n, and define Bˆ = Bˆ(ω) = Br(S
x′
n ) ∩Br(pi(Sx
′
n )), so that
(8.22) pi(Bˆ) = Bˆ,
and
(8.23) Bˆ ⊂ Br(Sxn).
This last inclusion holds because Sxn = S
x′
n or pi(S
x′
n ) for all n.
For simplicity we will write Fn for FSx
′
n in the rest of this proof. By the definition of S
x
n,
P (Sxn+1 ∈ A|Fn)1(Nc > n)
= P (Sx
′
n+1 ∈ Br(pi(Sx
′
n )), Nc > n, S
x′
n + Un+1 ∈ A|Fn)
+ P (Sx
′
n+1 /∈ Br(pi(Sx
′
n )), Nc > n, pi(S
x′
n+1) ∈ A|Fn)
= P (Sx
′
n+1 ∈ Bˆ ∩A,Nc > n|Fn) + P (Sx
′
n+1 /∈ Bˆ,Nc > n, pi(Sx
′
n+1) ∈ A|Fn)
= P (pi(Sx
′
n+1) ∈ Bˆ ∩ pi(A), Nc > n|Fn) + P (pi(Sx
′
n+1) ∈ Bˆc ∩ A,Nc > n)|Fn) (by (8.22))
= [P (Sxn + pi(Un+1) ∈ Bˆ ∩ pi(A)|Fn) + P (Sxn + pi(Un+1) ∈ Bˆc ∩A|Fn)]1(Nc > n).
Next introduce the dependence on ω in the above, and use the fact that, conditionally on Fn, Sxn(ω)+pi(Un+1)
is uniformly distributed over Br(S
x
n(ω)) to see that if |C| is the Lebesgue measure of C, then the above
evaluated at ω is a.s. equal to
[|pi(A) ∩ Bˆ(ω) ∩Br(Sxn(ω))|+ |A ∩ Bˆc(ω) ∩Br(Sxn(ω))|]1(Nc(ω) > n)/|Br|
= [|A ∩ Bˆ(ω)|+ |A ∩ Bˆc(ω) ∩Br(Sxn(ω))|]1(Nc(ω) > n)/|Br| (by |pi(C)| = |C|, (8.22), and (8.23))
= [|A ∩ Bˆ(ω) ∩Br(Sxn(ω))|+ |A ∩ Bˆc(ω) ∩Br(Sxn(ω))|]1(Nc(ω) > n)/|Br| (by (8.23))
= |A ∩Br(Sxn(ω)|1(Nc(ω) > n)/|Br|
= P (Sxn(ω) + Un+1 ∈ A)1(Nc(ω) > n).
The result follows.
Let Sn = (S
(1)
n , S
(2)
n ) denote a copy of the random walk starting at x′ under Px′ .
Lemma 8.7. There is a constant C8.7 so that for all x
′ in the positive x1-axis and all n ∈ N,
P (Nx,x
′
c ≥ n) ≤
C8.7√
n
(
1 +
|x′|
2r
)
.
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Proof. Use Lemma 8.5 and then the reflection principle to see that
P (Nx,x
′
c ≥ n) ≤ Px′(Nℓ ≥ n) = 1− Px′(Nℓ < n)
= 1− 2Px′(S(1)n < S(1)Nℓ , Nℓ < n)
≤ 1− 2P0(S(1)n < −|x′| − r)
= P0(|S(1)n | ≤ r + |x′|).
The step distribution of (S
(1)
n ) has density f(u) = 2
√
r2 − u2/|Br| ≤ 1/r on [−r, r]. It follows from the d = 1
version of (4.6) applied to random variables with this distribution that for a constant C = C(r),
P0(|S(1)n | ≤ r + |x′|) ≤ C
2(r + |x′|)√
n
≤ 4Cr√
n
(
1 +
|x′|
2r
)
,
so we are done.
We now use translation invariance to extend the above to points x, x′ ∈ {(x1, 0) : x1 ≥ 0} such that
0 ≤ |x| < |x′|, where now x+x′2 = (m, 0) plays the role of the origin, Hmℓ = {x : x1 ≤ m}, and pim is reflection
in the plane {x1 = m}. So we define
(8.24) Nx,x
′
c = Nc = min{n ≥ 1 : Sx
′
n ∈ Br(pim(Sx
′
n−1))} ≤ Nx
′
ℓ = min{n ≥ 0 : Sx
′
n ∈ Hmℓ },
where the inequality is by Lemma 8.5, and
Sxn =
{
pim(Sx
′
n ) if n < Nc
Sx
′
n if n ≥ Nc.
(8.25)
The above results imply that both Sx and Sx
′
are (FSx
′
n )-random walks with step distribution U1,
(8.26) Nx,x
′
c = min{n ≥ 0 : Sxn = Sx
′
n }
is their coupling time, and
(8.27) P (Nx,x
′
c ≥ n) ≤
C8.7√
n
(
1 +
|x′ − x|
2r
)
.
Next define coupled copies of the discrete time random walk with step distribution U1 +U2 by Yˆ
x
n = S
x
2n
and Yˆ x
′
n = S
x′
2n, and also set Fˆx
′
n = FS
x′
2n . We will write Fˆn for Fˆx
′
n if there is no ambiguity. Then it follows
from Lemma 8.6 that both Yˆ xn and Yˆ
x′
n are (Fˆn)-random walks with step distribution U1 +U2, that is, they
are (Fˆn)-adapted and
(8.28) P (Yˆ xn+1 ∈ A|Fˆn)(ω) = P (Yˆ xn (ω) + U1 + U2 ∈ A) a.s.,
and similarly for Yˆ x
′
. It follows easily from (8.26) that
(8.29) Nˆx,x
′
c := min{n ≥ 0 : Yˆ xn = Yˆ x
′
n } =
⌈Nx,x′c
2
⌉
.
Next use (8.25) and the fact that 2n ≥ Nx,x′c iff n ≥
⌈
Nx,x
′
c
2
⌉
to conclude that
Yˆ xn =
{
pim(Yˆ x
′
n ) if n < Nˆ
x,x′
c
Yˆ x
′
n if n ≥ Nˆx,x
′
c .
(8.30)
Letting Yˆ
x′,(1)
n be the first coordinate of Yˆ x
′
n , define
Nˆx
′
(m) = min{n ≥ 0 : Yˆ x′,(1)n ≤ m}.
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Lemma 8.8. With x, x′,m as above, Nˆx,x
′
c ≤ Nˆx
′
(m) a.s.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 8.5 that for all n, Sx2n 6= Sx
′
2n implies that S
(1),x′
2n > m. This shows that
n < Nˆx,x
′
c implies n < Nˆ
x′(m) which clearly gives the required result.
Lemma 8.9. With x, x′,m as above, and for all n ∈ N,
P (Nˆx,x
′
c ≥ n) ≤ C8.7n−1/2
(
1 +
|x′ − x|
2r
)
.
Proof. By (8.29)
P (Nˆx,x
′
c ≥ n) = P
(⌈Nx,x′c
2
⌉
≥ n
)
≤ P (Nx,x′c ≥ 2n− 1).
The result follows from (8.27).
We move now to the continuous time random walks. Let N(t) be an independent Poisson process with rate
λ = 2ρ|Br| and jump time sequence (sn)n∈Z+ , i.e., sn = inf{t ≥ 0 : Nt = n}. For K > 0 put x′ = (K+2r, 0),
and let x ∈ [K,K + 2r) × {0}. Define coupled continuous time rate λ random walks with step distribution
U1 + U2, starting at x
′ and x, respectively, by
Y x
′
t = Yˆ
x′
Nt = Yˆ
x′
n if sn ≤ t < sn+1,
and
Y xt = Yˆ
x
Nt = Yˆ
x
n if sn ≤ t < sn+1.
The coupling time of these random walks is
Sx,x
′
c := inf{t ≥ 0 : Y xt = Y x
′
t } = inf{t ≥ 0 : Yˆ xNt = Yˆ x
′
Nt}(8.31)
= inf{t ≥ 0 : Nt = Nˆx,x′c } = sNˆx,x′c .
Note that t < Sx,x
′
c = sNˆx,x′c
iff Nt < Nˆ
x,x′
c , and so by setting n = Nt in (8.30), we have
Y xt =
{
pim(Y x
′
t ) if t < S
x,x′
c
Y x
′
t if t ≥ Sx,x
′
c .
(8.32)
Let Ft be the right-continuous filtration generated by (Y x, Y x′ , N), and let Yt (respectively Yˆn) denote a
generic rate λ continuous time (respectively, discrete time) random walk with step distribution U1 + U2,
starting at 0 under P0.
Lemma 8.10. (a) Both Y x and Y x
′
are rate λ continuous time (Ft)-random walks (and (Ft)-strong Markov
processes) with jump distribution U1 + U2. That is for y = x or x
′, t > 0, and any a.s. finite (Ft)-stopping
time S,
(8.33) P (Y yS+t ∈ A|FS)(ω) = P0(Y yS (ω) + Yt ∈ A) a.s. for any Borel A ⊂ R2.
(b) Sx,x
′
c is an (Ft)-stopping time.
Proof. (b) is obvious from the definition of Sx,x
′
c .
(a) This is an easy and standard consequence of (8.28).
For y = x or x′ and 2r ≤ δ < A we let
tyδ = inf{t ≥ 0 : |Y ys | ≤ δ}, T yA = inf{t ≥ 0 : |Y yt | ≥ A},
and also set
tx,x
′
δ = t
x
δ ∧ tx
′
δ , T
x,x′
A = T
x
A ∧ T x
′
A .
We define tˆyδ , Tˆ
y
A, tˆ
x,x′
δ , and Tˆ
x,x′
A in a similar way, using the discrete time random walks Yˆ
x, Yˆ x
′
, for example,
tˆyδ = min{n ≥ 0 : |Yˆ yn | ≤ δ}.
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Lemma 8.11. Let K > 3r and x′ = (K + 2r, 0).
(a) For all x ∈ [K,K + 2r)× {0}, tx′3r ≥ Sx,x
′
c ∨ tx3r.
(b) For all x ∈ [K,K + 2r)× {0}, if tx3r < Sx,x
′
c , then |Y x
′
tx3r
| ≤ 2K + 10r.
(c) For ε ∈ (0, 1) and δ ≥ 3r there is a constant C8.34 = C8.34(δ, ε) > 0 such that for all K > δ ∨ 1,
(8.34) inf
x∈[K,K+2r)×{0}
P (Sx,x
′
c < t
x,x′
δ ∧ T x,x
′
2K ) ≥ 1−
C8.34
K1−ε
.
Proof. (a) First consider the discrete time walks. For x ∈ [K,K + 2r) × {0}, we have
m = |x+x
′|
2 > K > 3r. This shows that B3r ⊂ {x1 < m} and so Yˆ x
′
must first enter {x1 ≤ m} before
it can enter B3r. That is, tˆ
x′
3r ≥ Nˆx
′
(m). Therefore by Lemma 8.8, Nˆx,x
′
c ≤ tˆx
′
3r and hence
Sx,x
′
c = sNˆx,x′c
≤ stˆx′3r = t
x′
3r.
Since the random walks must couple before Y x
′
can enter B3r, we also have t
x
3r ≤ tx
′
3r and (a) follows.
(b) Let x and m be as in (a). If tx3r < S
x,x′
c , then by the coupling definition (8.32),
(8.35) Y xtx3r = pi
m(Y x
′
tx3r
).
For any a = (a1, a2) ∈ B3r, |pim(a)| = |(2m− a1, a2)| ≤ 2m+ 3r + 3r ≤ 2K + 10r, so by (8.35),
|Y x′tx3r | = |pi
m(Y xtx3r )| ≤ 2K + 10r.
This proves (b).
(c) Let Yˆ (1) be the first coordinate of Yˆ , and let x, x′,m be as above, with K > δ ≥ 3r, so that δ < |x| ≤
|x′| < 2K. Let n = ⌈K2−2ε⌉. Then, using Lemma 8.9 for the second inequality and symmetry for the second
to last inequality, we have
(8.36)
P (Nˆx,x
′
c < tˆ
x,x′
δ ∧Tˆ x,x
′
2K )
≥ P (Nˆx,x′c ≤ n)− P (tˆx
′
δ ∧ Tˆ x
′
2K ≤ n)− P (tˆxδ ∧ Tˆ x2K ≤ n)
≥ 1− C8.7√
n
(
1 +
|x′ − x|
2r
)
− P0(max
k≤n
|Yˆk| ≥ (K − 2r) ∧ (K + 2r − δ))
− P0(max
k≤n
|Yˆk| ≥ (K − 2r) ∧ (K − δ))
≥ 1− 2C8.7√
n
− 2P0(max
k≤n
|Yˆk| ≥ K − δ)
≥ 1− C
K1−ε
− 4P0
(
max
k≤n
|Yˆ (1)k | ≥
K − δ√
2
)
≥ 1− C
K1−ε
− 4P0
(
max
k≤n
|Yˆ (1)k | ≥ K/2
)
,
provided K is larger than some K0(δ) > 0. We recall Theorem 21.1 in [4], which in the present context
implies
(8.37) E0
[
max
k≤n
|Yˆ (1)k |p
]
≤ cp[(nE[|U¯ (1)|2])p/2 + (2r)p] ≤ Cpnp/2
for a constant Cp > 0. By Markov’s inequality,
P0
(
max
k≤n
|Yˆ (1)k | ≥ K/2
) ≤ Cpnp/2
(K/2)p
≤ C
Kpε
.
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If we take p = p0(ε) large enough so that K
pε > K1−ε, substituting into (8.36) we obtain for a constant
C > 0 depending on ε,
P (Nˆx,x
′
c < tˆ
x,x′
δ ∧ Tˆ x,x
′
2K ) ≥ 1−
C
K1−ε
,
provided K ≥ K0(δ). Multiplication of C by a large enough constant depending on δ allows us to remove
the restriction K > K0(δ). That is, for some C8.34(δ, ε) > 0,
(8.38) inf
x∈[K,K+2r)×{0}
P (Nˆx,x
′
c < tˆ
x,x′
δ ∧ Tˆ x,x
′
2K ) ≥ 1−
C8.34(δ, ε)
K1−ε
for all K > δ ∨ 1.
The corresponding inequality for the continuous time walks follows at once. First, note that
txδ = inf{t : |Yˆ xNt | ≤ δ} = inf{t : Nt = tˆxδ} = stˆxδ ,
and similarly for the other hitting times. So in view of (8.31), for every x ∈ [K,K + 2r)× {0},
P (T x,x
′
c < t
x,x′
δ ∧ T x,x
′
2K ) = P (sNˆx,x′c
< s
tˆx,x
′
δ
∧ s
Tˆx,x
′
2K
)
= P (Nˆx,x
′
c < tˆ
x,x′
δ ∧ T x,x
′
2K ).
So (c) is now immediate from (8.38).
Lemma 8.12. There is a constant C8.39 = C8.39(r, φ) > 0 such that for K > 5r ∨ 2, A > 2K + 2r,
x, x′ ∈ [K,K + 2r]× {0} with |x| ≤ |x′|, and εK = (logK)/
√
K,
(8.39) 0 ≤ Φ(x′, A)− Φ(x,A) ≤ C8.39
εK
log(A2)
.
Proof. The first inequality in (8.39) follows from monotonicity (Lemma 8.3). For the second, it suffices to
take x′ = (K + 2r, 0) and x ∈ [K,K + 2r)× {0}. Recall the times tx,x′δ = txδ ∧ tx
′
δ , T
x,x′
A = T
x
A ∧ T x
′
A , etc. for
the coupled walks (Y x, Y x
′
), and write Sc for the coupling time S
x,x′
c . By Lemma 8.11(a),
(8.40) tx,x
′
3r = t
x
3r.
If Sc ≤ tx3r ∧ T x,x
′
A , then ∫ Tx′A
0
φ(Y x
′
s )ds =
∫ TxA
0
φ(Y xs )ds.
As a consequence,
∆(x, x′, A) := Φ(x′, A)− Φ(x,A)
= E
[
exp
(
−
∫ Tx′A
0
φ(Y x
′
s )ds
)
− exp
(
−
∫ TxA
0
φ(Y xs )ds
)]
≤ E
[
1{Sc > tx3r ∧ T x,x
′
A } exp
(
−
∫ Tx′A
0
φ(Y x
′
s )ds
)]
.
We now introduce
∆1(x, x
′, A) = E
[
1{T x,x′A < Sc, T x,x
′
A ≤ tx3r} exp
(
−
∫ Tx′A
0
φ(|Y x′s |)ds
)]
,
∆2(x, x
′, A) = E
[
1{tx3r < Sc, tx3r < T x,x
′
A } exp
(
−
∫ Tx′A
0
φ(|Y x′s |)ds
)]
,
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so that ∆ = ∆1 +∆2, and bound ∆1,∆2 separately. For ∆1, using (8.40) and T
x′
A 6= tx
′
3r,
(8.41) ∆1(x, x
′, A) ≤ P (T xA < Sc ∧ tx3r) + P (T x
′
A < Sc ∧ tx
′
3r).
It suffices to consider the first term, as the second follows in the same way. By the strong Markov property
(8.42) P (T xA < Sc ∧ tx3r) ≤ E[1{T x2K < Sc}PY xTx
2K
(TA < t3r)].
Now taking a = 3r in Lemma 4.3, and noting that 3r < 2K ≤ |Y xTx2K | ≤ 2K + 2r < A, we have
PY x2K (TA < t3r) ≤
log(|Y xTx2K |)− log r
logA− log r ≤
log
(
2K
r + 2
)
log(A/r)
a.s.
Choose K0 large enough so that K > K0 implies K
2 > 2Kr +2. If, in addition we have K > K0 and A > r
2,
then
PY x2K (TA < t3r) ≤
log(K2)
log
√
A
=
8 logK
log(A2)
.
By replacing 8 with a sufficiently large constant C we may drop the additional conditions K > K0 and
A > r2, and so obtain for all K > 5r ∧ 2 and A > 2K + 2r,
PY xT2K
(TA < T3r) ≤ C logK
log(A2)
.
Plug this bound into (8.42) and use the coupling bound Lemma 8.11(c) with δ = 3r, ε = 1/2 to obtain
P (T xA < Sc ∧ tx3r) ≤ C
logK
log(A2)
P (T x2K < Sc) ≤ C8.34(3r, 12 )C
logK√
K log(A2)
.
The above and (8.41) imply
(8.43) ∆1(x, x
′, A) ≤ C logK√
K log(A2)
.
Now consider ∆2. Recalling from (8.40) that t
x
3r ≤ tx
′
3r, ∆2 is bounded by the sum of
∆2a(x, x
′, A) = E
[
1{tx3r < Sc, tx3r ≤ tx
′
3r < T
x′
A } exp
(
−
∫ Tx′A
0
φ(|Y x′s |)ds
)]
,
∆2b(x, x
′, A) = E
[
1{tx3r < Sc, tx3r < T x
′
A < t
x′
3r} exp
(
−
∫ Tx′A
0
φ(|Y x′s |)ds
)]
.
In ∆2a, the event in the indicator function belongs to Ftx′3r , and so by the strong Markov property, |Y
x′
tx
′
3r
| ≤
5r ≤ K, monotonicity from Lemma 8.3, the coupling bound (8.34) with ε = 1/2 and δ = 3r, and Lemma 8.4,
(8.44)
∆2a(x, x
′, A) = E
[
1{tx3r < Sc, tx3r ≤ tx
′
3r < T
x′
A }EY x′
tx
′
3r
[
exp
(
−
∫ TA
0
φ(|Ys|)ds
)]]
≤ P (tx3r < Sc)Φ((K, 0), A)
≤ C logK√
K log(A2)
.
Finally, consider ∆2b. Dropping the exponential and applying the strong Markov property to Y
x′ at time
tx3r, we have
(8.45)
∆2b(x, x
′, A) ≤ P (tx3r < Sc, tx3r ≤ T x
′
A < t
x′
3r)
= E
[
1{tx3r < Sc ∧ T x
′
A }PY x′
tx
3r
(TA < t3r)
]
.
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By Lemma 8.11(b), on the event {tx3r < Sc}, |Y x
′
tx3r
| ≤ 2K + 10r. Let K0 be large enough so that K > K0
implies K2 > (2K/r) + 10, and assume additionally that K > K0 and A > (2K + 10r) ∨ r2. By the hitting
probability bound (4.11), with a = 3r we see that if |Y x′tx3r | > 3r, then
PY x′
tx3r
(TA < t3r) ≤
log(2Kr + 10)
log Ar
≤ log(K
2)
log(
√
A)
=
8 logK
log(A2)
.
The same bound holds if |Y x′Tx3r | ≤ 3r because then the left-hand side is zero. Now the additional restrictions
on K,A can be dropped by replacing 8 with a larger constant C, so we may conclude that for A,K as in the
Lemma and on {tx3r < Sc},
PY x′
tx
3r
(TA < t3r) ≤ C logK
log(A2)
.
Insert this into (8.45), apply Lemma 8.11(c) as before, to obtain
(8.46) ∆2b(x, x
′, A) ≤ P (tx3r < Sc)
C logK
log(A2)
≤ C logK√
K log(A2)
.
Combine (8.43), (8.44) and (8.46) to complete the proof with εK as claimed.
Theorem 8.13. For all x 6= 0 there exists cφ(x) > 0 such that
(8.47) lim
A→∞
log(A2)Φ(x,A) = cφ(x)
Proof. We may assume x is on the positive x1-axis, and for now that |x| > 3r. Assume
K > (|x| + 2r) ∨ 2 and A > 2K + 2r, put xK = (K, 0) and εK = (logK)/
√
K as in Lemma 8.12. By
the strong Markov property,
(8.48) Φ(x,A) = Ex
[
exp
(
−
∫ TK
0
φ(Ys)ds
)
Φ(YTK , A)
]
.
By Lemma 8.12, noting that |YTK | ∈ [K,K + 2r],
(8.49) |Φ(YTk , A)− Φ(xK , A)| ≤ C8.39
εK
log(A2)
.
Using this bound in (8.48) we obtain
(8.50) Φ(x,A) = Φ(x,K)Φ(xK , A) + E1
where |E1| ≤ CεK/ log(A2). Now consider Φ(xK , A). On account of φ(Y xKs ) = 0 for s > t3r, (8.14) and the
strong Markov property, we see that
(8.51)
Φ(xK , A) = PxK (TA < t3r) + ExK
[
1{t3r < TA}EYt3r
[
exp
(
−
∫ TK
0
φ(Ys)ds
)
Φ(YTK , A)
]
= PxK (TA < t3r) + Φ(xK , A)ExK
[
1{t3r < TA}Φ(Yt3r ,K)
]
+ E2
where |E2| ≤ C εKlog(A2) by (8.49). If we set
α(xK , A) = ExK
[
1{t3r < TA}Φ(Yt3r ,K)
]
< 1
then (8.51) can be rearranged to obtain
(8.52) Φ(xK , A) =
PxK (TA < t3r) + E2
1− α(xK , A) .
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Plugging this into (8.50) gives
Φ(x,A) = Φ(x,K)
PxK (TA < t3r) + E2
1− α(xK , A) + E1,
and thus
(8.53) log(A2)Φ(x,A) =
Φ(x,K)
1− α(xK , A) log(A
2)PxK (TA < t3r) + E3
where |E3| ≤ CεK/(1− α(xK , A)).
Now consider α(xK , A). By recurrence, 1{t3r < TA} → 1 PxK -a.s. as A→∞, which implies the limit
α(xK ,∞) := lim
A→∞
α(xK , A) = ExK
[
Φ(Yt3r ,K)
]
exists. By monotonicity (Lemma 8.3), |Yt3r | ≤ 3r, and recurrence, we have α(xK ,∞) ≤ Φ((3r, 0),K)→ 0 as
K →∞. If we let K0 satisfy α(xK ,∞) ≤ 1/2 for all K ≥ K0, then |E3| ≤ 2CεK . Thus, assuming in addition
that K > K0, we have from (8.53) and the above,
(8.54) lim sup
A→∞
∣∣∣∣log(A2)Φ(x,A) − Φ(x,K) log(A2)PxK (TA < t3r)1− α(xK , A)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ CεK .
By (4.12), (logA2)PxK (TA < t3r) is bounded above for large A and approaches p(3r, xK) := 2(log |xK | −
ExK [log |Yt3r |]) > 0 as A→∞. It follows from (8.54) that
(8.55) lim sup
A→∞
∣∣∣∣log(A2)Φ(x,A) − Φ(x,K) p(3r, xK)1− α(xK ,∞)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ CεK .
The fact that εK → 0 as K →∞ now implies A 7→ log(A2)Φ(x,A) as A→∞ is Cauchy, hence there exists
cφ(x) ∈ [0,∞) such that limA→∞ log(A2)Φ(x,A) = cφ(x).
To check that cφ(x) > 0, note that (for K large as above) (8.55) implies
lim inf
A→∞
log(A2)Φ(x,A) ≥ p(3r, xK) Φ(x,K)
1− α(xK ,∞) − CεK ≥ p(3r, xK)Φ(x,K)− CεK .
The right-hand side above is positive if, for large K, Φ(x,K)/εK →∞ as K →∞ (note that p(3r, xK)→∞
as K →∞). Using Φ(x,K) ≥ Px(TK < t3r), we have
Φ(x,K)
εK
≥
√
K
logK
Px(TK < t3r) =
√
K
(logK)2
log(K)Px(TK < t3r)→∞ as K →∞
by Lemma 4.3. Hence, cφ(x) > 0.
Finally, suppose 0 < |x| ≤ 3r. By the strong Markov property, for A > 6r,
Φ(x,A) = Ex
[
exp(−
∫ T4r
0
φ(Ys)ds
)
Φ(YT4r , A)
]
By monotonicity (Lemma 8.3) and Lemma 8.4, log(A2)Φ(YT4r , A) ≤ log(A2)Φ((6r∨2, 0), A) ≤ C8.15 log(6r∨
2), and also converges to cφ(YT4r ) > 0 a.s. as A → ∞, by the above and |YT4r | > 3r. Apply bounded
convergence to obtain existence of the limit
lim
A→∞
log(A2)Φ(x,A) = Ex
[
exp
(
−
∫ T4r
0
φ(Ys)ds
)
cφ(YT4r )
]
> 0.
This completes the proof of (8.47).
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Proof of Proposition 1.1 (d = 2). Let φ(x) = k(x), so Φ(x,A) = Ex
[
exp
(
− ∫ TA
0
k(Ys)ds
)]
. By Theo-
rem 8.13, for x 6= 0, the positive limit ck(x) = limA→∞ log(A2)Φ(x,A) exists. By Lemma 8.4, there is a
constant C > 0 such that for all large A, (logA2)Φ(x,A) ≤ C for all |x| ≤ 2r. Therefore, by bounded
convergence, if Y0 = U¯ , the limit
(8.56) lim
A→∞
(log(A2))EY0
[
exp
(
−
∫ TA
0
k(Ys)ds
)]
= lim
A→∞
E(log(A2)Φ(Y0, A)) = E(ck(Y0)) > 0
exists. That is, (8.3) holds for Y0 = U¯ , and by Proposition 8.1, the limit
lim
t→∞
(log t)PY0(κ > t) = E(ck(Y0)) > 0
exists, which is exactly (1.16).
Remark 8.14. Theorem 8.13 is proved for continuous time rate 2ρ|Br| random walks Yt with step distribu-
tion (1.3). The result is needed in our proof of Proposition 1.1 because the dual particle difference ξ˜t behaves
like Yt when |ξ˜t| > 2r in our fixed radius case of the SLFV. With a view to the variable radius case in (1.17),
we remark that Theorem 8.13 holds for more general radially symmetric step distributions. Assume rmax > 0
and suppose ν is a probability measure on [0, rmax] with a bounded density such that
∫ rmax
0 ρ
−2ν(dρ) < ∞,
and consider the step distribution on R2 given by
(8.57)
∫ rmax
0
ν(dρ)P (ρU ∈ ·),
where U is uniform on B1(0). A bit of calculus shows that in the variable radius case (1.17), ξ˜t behaves like
a fixed rate random walk with step distribution satisfying (8.57) for appropriate ν when |ξ˜t| > 2rmax. Theo-
rem 8.13 holds when Yt is a continuous time rate λ > 0 with this step distribution (8.57). The modifications
needed to prove this are minor. Of course this will not immediately give Proposition 1.1 as we no longer
have an identity like (8.1) which arose from our time-change representation for the difference of the dual
components.
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